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SUMMARY India, also had good harvests; few countries

Energy prices were up 11.7% for the qluar- report a poor harvest.

ter on sharply higher crude oil prices. Oil Fats and oils prices were only slightly high-

demand remained strong in the fourth cluar- er, reflecting world. oilseed production near

ter and, along with low stocks and a shortfall expected levels and unchanged from a year

in expected supplies, caused prices to rise ago. Vegetable oil prices were mixed, with

sharply. OPEC supplies rose only slightly as some higher and scme lower. Soybean prices

OPEC Gulf countries continued to resirain declined during the quarter, while palm oil

output. Non-OPEC supplies, although prices were higher. Soymeal and groundnut

plagued by delayed start-ups and other prob- meal prices were both lower in response to

lems, rose 1.3 mb/d during the quarter. the sharp drop in maize prices, a close ani-

World oil demand continued to grow strong- mal feed substitute. Other food prices were

lv, ending the year up 2.5%. The most rapid down 3.7%, influenced largelyby lower sugar

growth continues to be in developing coun- and oranges prices; bananas, beef, and

tries, where demand was up 4.5% for 1996. shrimp prices were higher.

Despite the recent strength we expect prices Beverage prices were down slightly, with

to tend down during 1997. Our Special robusta down 10.8% and other mild coffees

Feature looks at the crude oil market andl the down by less than 1%. Tea prices were up

factors that have confounded most ana>Nsts' 10%. Large production of robusta coffee in

expectations over the past year. Indonesia, Uganda, and Vietnam pressured

Nonenergy prices continued to drop, robusta prices, while the Association of

dragged down by sharply lower grain prices. Coffee Producing Countries held down ara-

The World Bank's nonenergy price index bica supplies to boost prices. Cocoa prices

was down 2.1% over the previous quarter. were flat during the quarter, despite

The index of food prices was down 5.3%, prospects of higher prices in 1997.

with grains down a startling 15.3%, fats and The index of metals prices was up 1.6%

oils slightly higher, and other foods lower by for the quarter, with prices rebounding

3.7%. Beverages were down 2.1 % over the sharply in November and December after

previous quarter. Agricultural raw materials hitting a two-year low in October. The index

were down 1.4%, with timber down 0.6%. rose 7.5% from October to December.

Fertilizers and metals and minerals were Copper pricesjumped 8.8% from depressed

both up 1.6%. third quarter levels following the trading

Grain prices led the declines with sharply scandal that led to liquidation of large

lower prices for maize (down 31.3%), rice futures and physical positions by Sumitomo.

(7.3%), and wheat (9.0%). A record world Aluminum prices were unchanged from the

grain harvest and the likelv rebuilding of same time a year ago, following a year-long

grain stocks in 1997 are forcing down prices. decline of 14%. Gold prices drifted lower as

Production was up 11.1% for the year for central bank selling kept pressure on prices.

coarse grains, 7.9% for wheat, and 1.6%. for Other precious metals followed gold's

rice. The five largest grain exporting coun- decline. Nickel prices were down almost 5%.

tries increased production by a staggering Fertilizer prices were higher, continuing

20.4%. With world trade expected to post no their steady rise of the past several years.

increase in 1997, there should be consider- Prices may be weakening, however, with

able restocking among the major exporters. sharply lower grain prices and increasing fer-

Other major producers, such as China and tilizer production.
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COMMODITY PRICE INDICES

FIGURE 1. WEIGHTED INDEX OF PRIMARY COMMODITY PRICES FOR LOW- AND MIDDLE-INCOME

ECONOMIES
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WHY HAVE OIL PRICES lished complete annual 1994 data only pub-

RISEN? lished in September 1996). Monthly data

The steep rise in oil prices in 1996 took contain a lot of estimates, not only for

most analysts by surprise. Brent closed the year demand but also for supply (e.g., OPEC pro-

at $24 a barrel (bbl), up 40% from the end of duction, some of which is never officially ver-

1995 and 70% from the lows of late 1993. ified by the source countries). And stock data

Prices were still rising in early 1997. Several for most developing countries are largely

factors contributed to the tight market., but unknown.

the fundamental reasons leading to higher At the beginning of 1996 most forecasters

prices were low stocks and unfulfilled expec- were calling for lii tle change in oil prices,

tations of higher oil supplies. Buyers kept and futures prices were flat (figure 2). IEA

delaying purchases during 1996 anticipating projections were indicating that the market

large increases in non-OPEC supplies an(d the would require less crude from OPEC than it

return of Iraqi crude oil. When Iraq oil di( not had in 1995, assuming no change in stocks

return in September and non-OPEC supplies (table 2). In addition, the concern was that

continued to come up short, pent-up demand Iraq would be permitted to export limited

and low inventories heading into wvinter sent volumes of crude under a UN-sponsored oil-

prices soaring. Also important is that in the for-food program, further upsetting the

face of rising demand OPEC producers with supply-demand balance.

spare capacity did not raise output. Throughout the year it appeared that sup-

The seemingly abrupt tightening and rise ply would exceed demand on an annual

in price are not necessarily an indication of basis, although the implied annual surplus

the future direction of oil prices, however. (assuming no change in prevailing OPEC

Prices remain well above the costs of pro- production or in stocks) fell from 1.1 million

duction and can quickly move in either direc- barrels per day (m' b/d) in the January 1996

tion as a result of production decisions by Oil larket Report to 0.4 mb/d in the January

certain OPEC producers or changes to 1997 report. Given the course of prices and

demand and non-OPEC supply. For 1997 the drop in OECD oil inventories in 1996, it

supplies are expected to exceed demand by seems more like]y that global demand

a sizable amount, and prices are likely to fall exceeded supply for the year. It is possible

significantly from their recent highs. A large that demand may be underestimated, or sup-

volume of oil would have be kept off the mar- ply overestimated, or both. Given the lags in

ket for this not to occur. There is also some the demand data for developing countries,

concern about the underlying data, which many analysts belie-ve that the gap in the data

adds to the uncertainty about near-t-erm is an underestimation of demand.

price movements.

FIGURE 2. WEST TEXAS INTERMEDIATE FORWARD

THE DATA PRICES DURING 1996

Most observers rely heavily on the 30 8per barei

International Energy Agency's (IEA) (data.

The well-regarded Oil MAlarket Report provides

most analysts with the major source of oil sup- 25 D-ecerDer 3

ply, demand, and stock data because few

companies or organizations compile these 20

data in the comprehensive manner of' the
3 ce ~28

TEA. There are various lags in the data to con- j--Jcr, 32

tend with, however, particularly for demand 9 I , 2 16 7 8122 2,22 222

in many developing countries (the IEA pub- Mcrthsf- o"Jd
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TABLE 2. WORLD OIL SUPPLY AND DEMAND
Milions of barrels per day _ __ _

Odi Marker Report
OQl Markeret R January 1997 _ . Dmence

January 1996 Change in growth for

1995 1996 Charge 1995 !996 1997 i995to 1996 1996 tC 1997 1995to 19960

Demand 70.00 71.50 1.50 70.10 71.70 73.60 1.60 1.90 0.10

Supply
Non-OPEC 42.53 44.47 .94 42.41 43.59 45.63 l.l8 2.04 -0.76
OPEC natural
gasliquids 2.42 2.70 0.28 2.42 2.60 2.89 0.18 0.29 -0.10

OPEC crude 25.06 24.30 -0.76 25.07 25.89 26.60 0.82 0.71 1.58
Totalsupply 70.01 71.47 1.46 70.1 71.68 73.62 1.58 1.94 0.12

Stock change 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.20 0.40 1.50 0.60 1.10 0.60

a. Difference between the January 1996 and January 1997 Oii MetReporn estrrates fo- grrwth iover the period 1995 tc 996
Note: janary 1996 Oi Market Repot data were comected for Gabon's shiftig To tie non-OPEC ceWoy in mid- 1996: OPEC production in 1996 is assumed a.
the voume necessary to yied zero sock change. For January 1997 OlM wbaet Repo data OPEC praduason n 1997 is assumed to be at the December :996 level.
Source: IEN Oil Maiket Rport. January 1996 and january 1997.

But if the global balance had shown a umes of crude. Saudi Arabia, which has the
small excess of demand over supply for 1996, largest surplus capacity, has not raised pro-
it is highly unlikely that this would have led duction in six years (figure 3). It may not

to a consensus forecast of sharply higher have been the intention of OPEC to engineer
prices. The TEA balances for 1991 to 1995 a sharp price increase in 1996-quite likely

show small excesses of demand over supply, the market surprised OPEC producers as

yet prices did not rise sharply nor were there much as it did everyone else. Nevertheless,

wide expectations they would do so. their production restraint in the face of
Moreover, demand and supply (including much higher demand for their crude con-

stock changes) should essentially add up, if tributed greatly to the rise in prices.
the data are reasonably complete-as the According to IEA projections at the start
IEA's arguably are. A residual of 0.4 mb/d of 1996, the demand for OPEC crude was

out of a world market of 72 mb/d is very about 24.3 mb/d (0.7 mb/d less than its 1995
small, and given the nature of some of the production), assuming no change in stocks

data, a commendable effort by IEA. It might (see table 2). This total represents OPEC's
be the case that annual global balances that present 11 members (the original data

consistently show small residuals may not be showed 12 OPEC members but Gabon was
good indicators of price changes. Other fac- shifted into the non-OPEC category at mid-

tors are involved, and a closer look at the data year). OPEC wound up producing 25.9

is required. mb/d (which is 1.6 mb/d higher than pro-

SUPPLY SHORTFALLS

Non-OPEC supplies fell 0.8 mb/d short of FIGURE 3. OPEC CRUDE PRODUCTION, 1978-96
Millions of barrels per day

expectations (see table 2), a combined result j

of delayed start-up of new fields or unfore-
seen disruptions and of lower than expected 12

output in some areas. Much of the shortfall ate. ca

was concentrated in the OECD (North Sea v

and Australia) and India. OPEC responded
with higher overall production, although e o_

some of the main OPEC producers held firm- z
sy to their production quotaseparticularly 3

1973 I9eo 1 9S2 1584 186e i 988 I950 1992 i1994 ; 99bGulf producers with surplus capacity- 9 Data inu2 I 9OE me6-ber9 9
' ' ' ' ,nbt~~~~~~~~~~~e: Data irdlude I11 OPEC rnerbers.

despite the market's demand for greater vol- Source: IEA. OPEC.
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jections suggested at the start of the year, adopted just-in-tinme inventonr practices tp

again assuming no change in stocks). The reduce costs and free tip working capital.

incremental gain in OPEC output in 1996 While undoubtedly uutie, the lower availabil-

over 1995was 0.8 mb/d, half of it supplied by ity of crude supplies and strong seasonal
Venezuela. Important for prices was that the demand for transport and heating fuels have

net gain from the OPEC Gulf countries was also contributed to lower stocks of both

onlv slightly more than 0.1 mb/d. crude and products. The steep backwarda-

Iraq's oil exports were set to return to the tion in futures prices also provided no incen-

market in September under UN resolution tive to build stocks last year (see figuL-e 2).

986, which allows $2 billion of oil to be sold Expectations of higher non-OPEC supplies

over a six-month period. The agreement was and the return of Iraqi oil in 1996 caused

halted abruptly in early September, however, buyers to keep inventories lean because of

because of political actions by the Iraqi gov- the threat of lower prices. W47ith the suspen-
ernment. The oil-for-food program got back sion of the agreement for the imminent

on track in early December, and oil exports return of Iraqi oil in early September and the

were flowing by year-end. continuinig shortfall of non-OPEC supplies,

buyers were forced into the marketjust when
DEMAND AND STOCKS seasonal demand was rising. Plhilip K.

Although world oil consumption is rising Verleger, oil market specialist at Charles

at a relatively strong 2.5% a year, the price River Associates, concludes that -low inven-

increases have not been led by any unusual tories explain the behavior of prices over the

strength in product markets. Although refin- last year" (hiis emphasis).
ing utilization rates are high and product Low inventories put great pressuire on

stocks have been low, refining margins have refiners to produce prompt products not
generally been poor, and there has been no only in the peak-demand winter season but

strong surge of product prices relative to also during the summer driving season.
crude (figure 4). Rather the tightness has Maximizing heating oil production in the

been in crude oil. winter reduces gasoline productioni and can
The petroleum industry has significantly lead to a tight gasoline market at winter's

reduced its stocks of crude and products end-and vice versa at the end( of thie sum-
since mid-1995 (figure 5), which had a mer driving season. Whilejust-in-time inven-

strong influence on prices last vear. It has tori management now appears to be the
been widely reported that the industry has norm, stocks could be built up again should

there be a financial incentive to do so, such
as contango in futtsres prices. This situation

FIGURE 4. U.S. GULF DIFFERENTIALS RELATIVE TO coulaeeo ickyif te projecTed supply
WEST TEXAS INTERMEDIATE, MARCH 1 99 1- could develop quicklv if the projected supplv
DECEMBER 1996 imbalance materializes.
Dotas Per barme, Nevertheless, low inventories significantly

9. <reduce the cushion to cover periods of peak

product demand or tightness in cnmde sup-
_ . . T-- X ___e_ _ Se _ ! F . . plies. Greater volatility in prices is the result.

3 heo.yIee!fit7<1:'1,.'Lr iCoupled with rigid production levels by kev
OPEC producers for periods of six month-s or

-o ^ _ more, that leaves little else but prices to equi-
librate markets. Moreover, inventories that

12 d vei o:

:;1 ' ' ~are prudently lean need not lead to per-
Moct ,bch ui pkflr y frA'JbqAn sJfw sistentlv high prices for this or anv other
:q9 '99j 1993 JVj4 ~9*5 f~%

saJce. comn'edogence ve commodity.
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FIGURE 5. NORTH AMERICA STOCKS, DECEMBER 1990 TO NOVEMBER 1996

CRUDE STOCKS PRODUCT STOCKS
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S&rce: IEA

SURPLUS OIL SUPPLIES PROJECTED FOR 1997 extremely tight balances and relatively high

The IEA projects a greatly oversuppliecd prices-not an indication of impending over-

market for 1997 in theJanuary 1997 Oil.Market supply. Although futures prices began the

Report (see table 2); so do several other fore- year in steep backwardation, this was a reflec-

casts. Non-OPEC oil supplies are expected to tion more of the current market than of

rise 2.0 mb/d. slightly more than demand. fixtures prices. Observe the flat forward price

Assuming no change in stocks, tinder these curve inJanuar; 1996 (see figure 2); the patl

projections the market would require 0.8 of actual prices in 1996 was very differenL

mb/d less crude firom OPEC-the same as It may be necessary to revisit the overall oil

projected a year ago. Barring unforeseen cir- balance for 1996, particularly the demand

cumstances, it is thought unlikely that OPEC levels in non-OECD countries. If demand

will produce less oil in 1997 than in 1996. ends tip having exceeded supply in 1996 by.

Should OPEC continue producinig at its say, 0.2 mb/d, and supply turns out to be

December level of 26.6 mb/d, supply would some 0.5 mb/d lower than IEA projects for

exceed demand by 1.5 mb/d for the year 1997, the overall balance for this year would

(again, assuming no changes in stocks). Given be much tighter than currently projected.

general expectations of higher output from Assuming that OPEC produces at December

Iraq and Venezuela, the implied supply sur- 1996 levels and some slight stock build

plus would be even greater, at some 2 mb/d. occurs, the difference betveen supply and

Some forecasters disagree witlh the large demand would be much smaller, at less than

IEA projections of non-OPEC supplies of 2.0 0.5 mb/d. But with OPEC production

mb/d. especially given the delays and expected to rise, if only because of higlher

unforeseen circumstances of 1996. However, exports from Iraq, incremental supplies

last year's delays seem unlikely to be repeat- should still *exceed expected growth in

ed in 1997. While a number of unexpected demand by a sizable amount. Thus prices are

incidents could result in a shortfall of a few still expected to drop from the highs at the

hundred thousand barrels a day, growth in beginning of the year. Preventing this would

total world oil supplies still seems likely to require a large amotnt of supply being kept

exceed growth in demand this year. The off the market.

result would be much lower prices. Supply and demand data (including stock

What can go wrong with market assess- changes) for 1997 will come into better bal-

ments this year? The market began 1997 with ance as the year progresses (as happened in
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1996). Given recent prices and events, it is Soviet states between 1990 and 1996, about

uncertain how developments will unfold this 2.5 mb/d of it from the North Sea. OPEC
year, but it appears likely that oil prices will crude oil production (for the present 11

decline as a result of the anticipated build-up members) increased 3.4 mb/d for the period.

of supply. However, OPEC production poli- OPEC's vast surplus capacity has been
cies could again figure strongly. A major risk gradually reduced as a result of rising pro-

is that the oil market balance could remain duction, mothballing of idle capacity, the

tighter than the underlying data suggest. effects of the Iran-Iraq war and the Gulf war,
and (temporarily) the UN sanctions against

GRADUALLY TIGHTENING MARKET SINCE Iraq. Still, surplus capacity remains high, esti-

THE MID- 1 980S mated at near 3 mb/d (excluding Iraq), with

The world petroleum market has been at least 2 mb/d in Saudi Arabia.
gradually tightening over the past decade, OPEC production was redistributed as a

and today's tight market is in part a culmina- result of the Gulf war. Between 1989 and

tion of these developments. Since the price 1991, 3.95 mb/d of Kuwaiti and Iraqi crude

spikes of 1979-80, the petroleum market has was lost. While total OPEC production (13
endured surplus capacity in oil production countries) rose by 1.56 mb/d, Saudi Arabia's

and refining. Demand started to rebound in production rose 3.28 mb/d, making up much

the mid-1980s, enhanced by a large decline of the loss. Since 1991 Saudi Arabia's output
in oil prices. Between 1985 and 1996 oil (including its half of Neutral Zone produc-
demand outside countries of the former tion) has fallen slightly while production in

Soviet Union rose about 2.5% a year or 16.3 the rest of OPEC has risen by 3.1 mb/d. Of
mb/d, 10 m/d of it in developing countries. this, Kuwaiti output (including its half of

OPEC production also rebounded, cap- Neutral Zone production) has recovered by
turing much of the growth in demand 1.9 mb/d and Venezuelan production has

through 1990 as production declines in the risen more than 0.6 mb/d. While some OPEC
US and UK largely offset increases elsewhere. countries-particularly Saudi Arabia-have

Since 1990 growth in OPEC production has not (or barely) raised production over the

slowed considerably, despite rising demand, past six years, other elements have served to

because of large increases in non-OPEC out- tighten the market in favor of higher prices.
put (figure 6). Significant advances in tech- The persistent rise in demand has been cap-

nology contributed to a 5.6 mb/d increase in tured mainly by non-OPEC producers and a

non-OPEC production outside the former few OPEC producers (Kuwait as its output
recovered, and Venezuela and Nigeria).

FIGURE 6. WORLD CRUDE OIL PRODUCTION, 1970-96 Future prices will depend critically on the
MIIia'su obeta's per &v willingness and capability of key OPEC pro-

zo OPEC ducers to add supply to a market with grow-
ing demand or to manage supplies in periods

25 z \ of no net growth or when Iraq fully returns

20 _ to the world oil market. Resource constraints

is pcww6es are not thought to be an impediment to sup-

!0. !i.S , zeJissiousv~qw_ ply into the distant Future.

5 O___

1970 1972 1974 :976 '978 :980 :962 194 ,986 :95e 190 19Q2 i994 1996 1. Philip K. Verleger Jr., CRA Petroleum Econonics Monthl4,
50Ue- IEA OPEC, API. January 1997.
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MANAGING COMMODITY PRICE RISK

WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS HELP COMMODITY TRADING AND FINANCING

In many developing countries years of government develop because the high cost of financing makes it
interventions in commodity markets have reduced the unattractive for farmers, traders, and speculators to
economic retums to private storage and stunted the store or because government interventions reduce
growth of private credit markets. But with the liberal- incentives for private storage. This can happen when,
ization of trade and the opening of markets, warehouse for example, the government offers a fixed price dur-
receipts and other financial instruments are becoming ing the crop year or sets prices within a narrow band.
important in the transition to well-functioning markets. An appmpfiae l environmmten Warehouse receipts

must be functionally equivalent to stored commodities.
WHAT THEY CAN DO They must specify the quality and quantity of the goods

Warehouse receipts have a long history in industrial stored and clearly define the rights, liabilities, and duties
countries-a short one in developing countries. Also of each party (producer, bank, warehouse, and others).
called warrants, warehouse receipts document owner- Receipts must be freely transferable. Holders of receipts
ship of a specific amount of a commodity or good with must have the right to receive stored goods or their equiv-
specific characteristics stored in a specific warehouse for alent if the warehouse defaults or its business is liquidat-
a specific fee. When backed by provisions that enhance ed. And a lender should be able to determine, before
their value as collateral, warehouse receipts can be trad- granting the loan, whether there is a competing claim.
ed, sold, swapped, or used for delivery against a deriva- Performance guarantees. Traders and banks require a
tive instrument, such as a futures contract guarantee that the goods stored exist in the quantities

This ability to convert agricultural products into and quality specified by the receipt. Without such
tradable devices greatly improves the overall efficiency performance guarantees farmers and traders will be
of agricultural markets by: reluctant to store crops and banks will be unwilling to
* Providing an instrument that enables farmers to accept receipts as collateral for financing agricultural
spread sales throughout the crop year, thereby improv- inventories.
ing farm income and smoothing domestic prices. Performance guarantees usually take the form of
- Mobilizing credit for agriculture by creating a secure insurance bonds or letters of credit. These are some-
collateral for banks. times supplemented by an indemnity fund, created
* Helping create cash and forward markets, thereby through contributions from private warehouses, based
enhancing price discovery and competition. on fees charged to their customers. Indemnity funds, by
a Providing a way to ease government out of direct reducing the cost of insurance bonds or letters of cred-
involvement in agricultural production and trade. it, make guarantees accessible to smaller warehouses,
* Predetermining the cost of future purchases when broaden the market for warehouse services, and
combined with price hedging instruments. increase competition in storage.

Inspection and licensing. Warehouse facilities need to
WHAT IT TAKES meet basic financial and physical standards. For that rea-

There are several preconditions for an efficient son governments may need to develop a system of ware-
warehouse receipt system. house licensing and inspection. Warehouse and

A viable stompge indust,y. Returns to storing com- commodity inspections are typically performed by pri-
modities should be market-determined so that farmers vate inspectors under license to the ministry of agricul-
and traders store in expectation of higher prices or rush ture. Quality determination, grading, and independent
goods to market when spot markets are especially tight verification of stored commodities can also be per-
(and prices high). Sometimes a storage industry fails to formed by local or international companies.
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PRICES REMAIN WEAK PRICES SPIKE AGAIN THIS WINTER

International steam coal prices wueakened Tight storage and production supplies in

in the fourth quarter as supplies continiued to the US natural gas market pushed prices

grow. The Australia benchmark spot price sharply higher in the fourth quarter. In addi-

slipped 5% in the quarter, and Australia tion, extreme weather fluctuations across the
exported a record 141.3 million tons last year. country have dramatically affected regional
Coking coal prices continued to move upward prices. December prices averaged around

because of supply tightness in these markets, $3.80 per million Btus (mmbtu), more than
with prices up about $1 per ton in contract double September prices, but warm weather

negotiations for 1997. Steam coal prices will in the last weeks of December brought some

have difficulty staying even with last vear's relief and prices continiue(d to fall into early

prices, although negotiations in Europe seem 1997.

to be concluding at roll-over prices on average. Cold weather in November led to record
It looks as thouglh it will be more difficult to withdrawals from storage, and prices spiked

achieve the same terms on steam coal in Asia. to well over $4/mmbtu in mid-Decemiiber.

In the US, coal demand rose 3% with vir Later milder weather slowed storage with-

tually all of the growth in the electric power drawals, and working inventories closed the

sector. Growth in electricity demand is expect- year not too far below last vear's level.
ed to moderate in 1997, and coal use is expect- Several factors set this winter off from last.

ed to rise onlv slightly. Productioni increases This year's storage deficit is in the western
will all be in the western region, witlh output producing region rather than in the eastern

in Appalachia and the interior projected to consuming states. Unlike last winter's mild
decline. Exports should be higher, althouglh weather in the west and tipper midwest, cold

international prices are expected to be soft. weather came early to the area, and strong
Longer term, real prices are expected to clemand pulled gas supplies from Texas and

decline, partly because imost of the gr-owtlh in other* western basins. That helped alleviate

production will come from western coalfields, pipeline capacint bottlenecks in moving gas

which have large reserves of low-cost, low- west to east and has allowed western gas to be

sulfur coal-particularly the Powder River priced in direct competition with eastern gas.
basin in Wyoming and Montana. In addition, Last winter eastern gas prices soared highi
most of the demand growth will be for power above western prices because of weak demland

generation. Deregulation of the electricity in the west and pipelinie constraints ill moving
sector and increased competition among gen- badly needed gas to eastern markets.

erators will put additional pressure on the Prices have risen sharply in Canada

coal industry to supplv a lower-cost product. because of extremely cold weather firom
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November toJantiat' and ftll utilization of PETROLEUM 2 3

all pipeline capacity oit of Alberta. Canadian Crudeoilprices
rose 11.7%'c thisgas markets in the west remain largelv dis- Al I T-

connected from those in the east because quarter because
export capacity out of western Canada is fillv of cotyitil1g

tight suippliesutilized. Once winter demandl falls off, the
anid low invenito-

pipeline constraints mean that Canadian gas ries. In
will once again be competing with itself and Decmbeit-

prices will decline, regardless of what hap- 40 December the
pens in export rnarkets. 30 /

IAN' benichmnark price
As temperatures rise, US gas prices are 26

last winter, the pressure on spring and sum- ~~reachied its high-expected to plunge to $2/mmbtu or lower. If '7
storage levels are not depleted as they were 9 9 est monthly price
last winter, the pressure on spring and sum- siiet-e19
mer injections will be less severe. Several new TIGHTNESS CONTINUES IN WORLD MARKETS Gtulf crisis.

pipeline projects are expected to help ease World oil prices continued to rise in the 1990 - X

the eastward movement of western gas. New fourth quarter. the World Bank benchmark 996

capacity out of Canada might also be ready averaged $23.62 a barrel in December, more Q4

by the end of this year, which will greatly Lhan 30% higher than a year ago anti the
improve deliverability. And high gas prices highest monthly price since the Gtlf crisis ini 908

_ 1996
caused an upturn in drilling activity last year, 1990. The average price for the year, at Q3

which will also have a positive effect on sup- $20.40 a barrel, is nearly 20'%, higher than 8040
199684

ply. Consequently, prices are expected to 1995's average. Ql 1996
I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Q2

remain moderate in the second half of the Low stocks and a shortfall in expected
year, avoiding the spikes and wild fluctua- supplies caused prices to rise sharply. Stocks

tions of the past two winters. had been kept low in 1996, partly in antici-
In Europe cold weather is keeping gas pation of higher supplies from non-OPEC

demand firm. New sources of supply from countries andl Iraq, which couldl have

Russia (Yamal project), Algeria (Maghreb depressed prices. When the Iraq export pro-

pipeline from Spain), and Norway (Troll gram was abruptly halted in September and
field) will to help feed the growing market. non-OPEC output continued to come up

Gas prices, which are partly indexed to crude short, buyers were forced into the marketjust

and petroleum product prices btut with lags, as seasonal demand was rising. The market
have risen this year thotigh the increases still clearly needed more crude oil, but OPEC
trail well behind those for oil prices. countries with spare capacit,-mainly in the

The gas industry in Europe is undergoing Gulf-held firm to agreed pr<oduction quo-
structural changes that are replacing its tas. In addition, higher than estimated

monopolistic traditions with more competi- demand levels and investment fund activity

tive markets. Liberalization is well advanced contributed to the higher prices. (See the

in the UK, which is having an impact in the special feature, "Whv have oil prices risen?",

rest of Europe. In the UK prices have fallen for an in-depth discussion.)

significantly, spot markets have developed, OPEC production edged up in the fourth

and a gas fitures contract is being launched quarter, but not enough to prevent prices
by the International Petroleum Exchange in from rising. Production increased slightly in

London. Deregulated gas will begin to flow all OPEC countries except Iran, where out-
into continental Europe in 1998, when the put fell by 0.05 million barrels per day

Interconnector Pipeline between the UK (mb/d) (table 3). Of the overall increase of

and Belgium is completed. 0.35 mb/d, 0.10 mb/d was fi-om Iraq, which
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resumed limited exports in late December North Sea output topped 7 mb/d for the first

tinder the UN-sponsored oil-for-food pro- time-3.5 mb/d from Norway, 3.0 from the

gram. Nigerian output continued to rise UK, and 0.3 mb/d from Denmark, the

above quota by a further 0.09 mb/d. Netherlands, and Germany. The US and

Production from the OPEC Gulf coun- Canada also had notable increases.

tries (excluding Iraq) rose by only 0.08 mb/d In the other non-OPEC regions oil pro-

in the quarter, as the group continued to duction rose 0.4 mb/d in the quarter, with
restrain output. This restraint helped push increases in all the main producing regions.

prices higher in the face of stronger than Brazil and China had the largest increases at
expected demand. But not all OPEC coun- 0.1 mb/d each. Output declines appeared to
tries are sticking to their assigned quotas. have finally bottorned out in the former

Members (excluding Iraq) are above quota Soviet Union, where output rose slowly by 0.1
by a combined 1.8 mb/d. The biggest over- mb/d during the past vear.
producers are Venezuela (0.76 mb/d) and World oil demand continued to grow

Nigeria (0.38 mb/d). All other countries are strongly in 1996, rising 2.5%, or 1.6 mb/d
somewhat above quota, including Saudi (table 5). OECD demand was up 2%, or 0.8

Arabia and Kuwait (when their equal shares mb/d. The largest growth continues to be in
of Neutral Zone production are included). the developing countries, where demand was

Of particular importance to prices is the fact up 4.5%, or 1.1 mb/d. Apparent oil con-
that Saudi production has not risen in six sumption continued to fall in the countries

years (see figure 3 in the special feature). In of the former Soviet Union, where it was
November OPEC rolled over its quotas for down about 0.4 mb/d. Consumption is rising

the first six months of 1997. moderately in Eastern and Central Europe.
Non-OPEC supply was plagued by a num- There was no unusual surge in oil product

ber of delayed start-ups and other problems consumption in the fourth quarter that

this past year. Still, supply managed to rise a would have led to the much higher prices.
respectable 1.2 mb/d for the year and a Poor refining margins and close tracking of

healthy 1.3 mb/d in the fourth quarter. Two- prices for products and crude confirm that
thirds of the increase came from OECD the tightness in the marketwas not a conse-
countries, with the largest gain in the UK sec- quence of unusual strength in product mar-

tor of the North Sea (table 4). In December kets but rather of cnide oil supply conditions.

OECD oil consumption continued its moder-

TABLE 3. OPEC CRUDE OIL PRODUCTION
AND QUOTAS
Millions of berrelsper dar TABLE 4. NON-OPEC OIL SUPPLY

1994 i995 3Q96 4Q96V S Mlul.sfoirss perday 
Change

Algeria 0.75 0.76 0.83 0.85 C.750 949 :995 3Q96 4Q96 4Q96-3Q96
Indonesia 1.32 1.34 1.38 1.40 1.330 - - ..--- .*___. -

Iran 3.61 3.65 3.71 3.66 3.600 Unted Staes 8.64 8.61 8.55 5.72 0.17
Iraq 0.53 C.55 0.55 0.65 .200 Canada 2.28 2.40 2.43 2.55 0.12
Kuwa: 1.84 1.84 1.80 1.81 2.000 United Kingdom 2.71 2.79 2.68 3.09 0.41
Libya 1.38 :A.41 .40 1.40 1.390 Norway 2.69 2.91 3.23 3.33 0.10
NeutraJ Zone 0.39 0.43 0.48 0.52 0.040 OtherOECD 1.32 1.28 i.35 1.41 0.06
Nigena 1.90 1.93 2.15 2.24 1.865 Lat.n Amenca 5.94 6.06 6.45 6.60 0.115
Qatar 0.41 0.45 0.49 0.51 0.378 Africa 2.43 2._59 2.70 2.79 0.09
Saudi A-abia 7.90 7.94 7.93 7.97 8.000' Middle East 1.79 1.87 1.91 1.93 0.02
UAE 2.22 2.20 2.22 2.24 2.161 Cnina 2.84 2.99 3.1 C 3.20 0.. 0
Venezuela 2.44 2.58 3.02 3.03 2.359 Other Asia 1.94 2.07 2.01 2.02 0.01
ToaJ crude 24.67 25.07 25.94 26.28 25.033 FSU 7.27 7.12 7.09 7.10 0.01
NGLs' 2.38 2.42 2.66 2.68 0.020 East Europe 0.28 0.27 0.27 0.28 0.0!
Tota. OPEC 27.05 27.49 28.60 28.95 0.350 Processing gain 1.43 .46 1.50 1.55 0.05

~~ ~- -~ ~~---~ -- ~- Total non-OPEC 4 .56 42.41 43.27 44.56 1.29a. Quota mdudes share of Neutra Zone. . . _ .. . .
b. Natural ga liquids (NGLs). Ncse: includes NGLs. nncorventiona and od'er suppli soLrces
Source: 1terratio,al Energ Agercy rid OPECNA Source intemato Erergy AVeic-.
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ate growth in the fourth quarter at around OECD and non-OECD regions. The North
2%. The limited demand data available for Sea is expected to add over 0.8 mb/d, about
the non-OECD countries together with other 0.5 mb/d from the UK and 0.3 mb/d from
demand indicators suggest that there was no Norway. Smaller increases are expected for
surge in consumption in these countries Australia and Canada, and a small decline for
either in the fourth quarter. However, oil the US. Many of the difficulties that kept pro-
demand may be understated for developing duction lower than expected in 1996 are
countries, so higher demand could be con- thought to be temporary and are unlikely to
tributing to the tight market. be repeated, although some forecasters are

Just-in-time inventory practices and tight- projecting smaller increases this year.
ness in crude and product markets kept Half the expected 1.0 mb/d increase in
stocks in the OECD at seasonally low levels non-OECD countries will originate in Latin
in the fourth quarter (see figure 5 in the spe- America. Nearly half of this amount is to
cial feature). Since mid-1995 the petroleum come from Brazil, where several large off-
industry has been running on lower inven- shore developments are due to begin.
tories to reduce costs. As noted above, Mexico is expected to add more than 0.1
expectations of higher supplies and lower mb/d, and Colombia's output should be up
prices also kept inventories lean during the by nearly 0.1 mb/d when the new pipeline
year-and steep backwardation in futures from the Cusiana-Cupiagua area is complet-
prices offered no incentive to build stocks. ed in mid-year. A sizable gain of 0.6 mb/d
Low stocks contributed significantly to high- from Argentina is expected to follow a simi-
er prices in the fall, when crude supplies fell lar increase last year. Africa is expected to
short of expectations. add 0.25 mb/d to production, with Angola

For 1997 the International Energy Agency raising its output by 0.1 mb/d. China should
(IEA) is projecting that supply will outstrip see production rise more than 0.1 mb/d, and
demand by a large margin, assuming further smaller increases are expected from a num-
increases in OPEC production and no change ber of other countries.
to stocks. Non-OPEC supplies are projected to IEA projections of global supply and
rise 2.0 mb/d, split nearly equally between demand suggest that the oil market will

TABLE 5. OIL CONSUMPT1ION

Milfios of barrels per day Percentage change

FSU and Developing FSU and Developing
OECD Eastern Europe cauntfls Total OECD Eastern Europe countries Total

1990 38.1 10.1 18.2 66.4 0.3 -5.0 4.1 0.5
1991 38.2 9.7 18.9 66.8 0.4 -4.1 3.7 0.6
1992 38.8 8.3 20.1 67.3 1.7 -13.8 6.4 0.8
1993 39.0 7.0 21.5 67.6 0.5 -16.1 6.7 0.4
1994 40.0 6.2 22.7 68.9 2.5 -11.4 5.8 2.0
1995 40.3 6.0 23.8 70.1 0.7 -3.2 4.8 1.7
1996 41.1 5.7 24.9 71.7 2.0 -5.0 4.6 2.3
1 Q94 40.7 6.7 22.4 69.8 2.7 -13.0 5.2 1.9
2Q94 38.7 5.7 22.2 66.6 3.0 -18.6 4.1 1.1
3Q94 39.7 5.9 22.3 67.9 2.9 -7.8 4.5 2.4
4Q94 40.9 6.3 23.4 70.5 0.9 -10.0 5.4 1.3
I Q95 41.1 6.5 23.7 71.3 1.0 -3.0 5.8 2.1
2Q95 39.2 5.8 23.3 68.3 1.1 1.8 5.1 2.6
3Q95 39.8 5.8 23.2 68.8 0.2 -1.7 3.9 1.3
4Q95 41.3 6.3 24.3 71.9 1.2 0.0 3.9 2.0
1Q96 42.1 6.1 24.7 72.9 2.4 -6.2 4.2 2.2
2Q96 39.6 5.6 24.5 69.7 1.1 -3.4 5.2 2.0
3Q96 40.6 5.6 24.4 70.6 1.9 -3.4 5.3 2.6
4Q96 42.2 5.7 25.7 73.6 2.1 -9.5 5.9 2.4

Smoe: Intemftnai Enerw Agny and Woad Bank.
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requiire abouit 0.8 mb/d less crude from be lower than projected by the same amounit,

OPEC in 1997, assuming no change in stocks it is likely that OPEC output will be higher

(table 6). If OPEC production rises this vear this year because of increased exports from

because of resumed Iraqi exports and lhigh- Iraq and rising output from Venezuela.

er Venezuelan production-both seem Incremental supplies will still exceed pro-

likely-supply will exceed demand by some 2 jected growth in demand by a large amolunt.

mb/d, assuminig no change to stocks. This Consequently, prices should fall fromii their

implies sharply lower prices this year. highs at the beginning of the year. A major

Projections of reduced demanid for OPEC risk is that the market remains tighter far
crude are nearlv identical to those forecast at longer than the underlying data suggest.

the beginning of 1996. But this year has start- Some forecasters are saying that the mar-

ed out with much different market condi- ket has moved permanently into a higher
tions than last year did, with higrh prices and trading range, though it seems far too soon

a tight market. These conditions do not sug- to say for sure. If the projected supply imbal-
gest an imminent decline in prices, despite ance materializes this year, prices could trade

backwardation in futures prices. a lot lower than last year. The limited evi-

It looks as thouglh the IEA is underesti- dence to date offers little to substantiate such
mating world oil demand by several hundred a claim.
tihousand barrels a day. The supply surplus of Of course, OPEC can greatly influence

0.4 mb/d that IEA data show for 1996 should prices one way or another through its pro-
more likely be a small deficit, meaninig that duction policies. Higher supplies are expect-
the market balance is at least 0.5 mb/d ed from Iraq and V'enezuela at a minimuim,
tighter. Some forecasters project that non- though it is extremely difficult to know

OPEC supplies will be several hundred thoui- whether quota levels would be amended.

sand barrels per day less than the [EA OPEC's qtuotas aie currently set for six
projections, because of fuirther delays and months, and under this arrangement market

other unanticipated problems; experiences participants do not expect any sudden

in 1996 may be influencing these forecasts. changes in production policies. OPEC pro-
However, even if demand is 0.5 mb/d ducers were probably as surprised as everyn

higher and non-OPEC supplies turn ouit to one else by the events in 1996.

TABLE 6. WORLD PETROLEUM DEMAND AND SUPPLY
MflbIos of baneis per day

1994 i995 iQ96 2Q96 3Q96 4Q96 i9996 iQ97 2Q97 3Q97 4Q97 /997

Demand
OECD 40.0 40.3 42.: 39.6 40.6 42.2 41.1 42.5 E 0.3 £ 1.2 42.8 41.7
FSU 4.9 4.7 4.6 4.2 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.5 4.1 4.2 4.6 4.3
Otner 24.0 25.1 26.2 25.9 25.7 27.1 26.3 27.5 27.2 27.0 28.4 27.6
Total 68.9 70.1 72.9 69.7 73.6 71.7 74.5 71.6 72.4 75.8 73.6

Supply
OECD 17.6 18.0 18.3 18.2 18.2 .9.1 18.5 197 18.7 i9.' 20.3 19.5
FSU 7.3 7.1 7.0 7.0 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.0 7.0 7.i 7.3 7.1
Othel 16.7 17.3 18.0 18.0 18.0 8.4 18.1 18.9 19.0 19.0 19.4 19.0
OPEC' 27.0 27.3 28.2 26.2 28.6 29.0 28.5 29.4 .9.4 29.5 29.6 29.5
Total 65.6 69.9 71.5 71.4 71.9 73.5 72.1 75.0 74.1 74.7 76.6 75.1

Stock change and miscellaneous
OECD 0.2 -0.3 -1.3 1.1 0.4 -C.6 -0.1
Floatingkranst -0.1 0.1 -0.3 0.1 0.1 C.' 0.0
Other/miscellaneous -0.5 0.0 -0.2 0 7 0.9 C.6 0.5
Total -0.3 -0.2 -1.5 1.7 1.3 0.0 0.4

Note IndLdes naL.ral ias .iquds (NGLs;. iorconven:ional. and other supply sources. FSU cornnrses countries of tee former Scayet U-ion.
a. InclLdes process,ng gains! .52 mb.d ii 1996).
b Irnluces NG-s (2 6 mn.d in 996.
Saire: Intemrnnonal EnerLy Agency and World lank
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/4 -47 3& \ / \/ \ /~\tea prices were
06 1 _ \ / \ generally higher.
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134903025 0 |o 8-/mbg )A while arabica

96 20MA0 | supplies were
96 2 50 limited bv export

90 85 90 95 JAN 8 5 9 95 quotas.

1990 -00
PRICES REMAIN WEAK DESPITE DEFICIT FORECASTS ARABICAS REMAIN STEADY WHILE ROBUSTAS FALL

13! S
Cocoa prices remained flat during the Fourth-quarter arabica prices were barely I99A

fourth quarter despite forecasts of a sizable changed from the third quarter, while robus- Q|

production deficit in 1996/97. The price ta prices were down more than 10%.

weakness was attributed mainly to the Differences in supply conditions accounted 126 9

strength of the British pound and reports of for the widening price differenitial. Self- 1996

scattered rains in C6te d'lvoire's growing imposed export quotas of the Association of /3
24 0

areas. The strength of the pound widened Coffee Producing Countries are holding I20 / 996

the arbitrage between London and New down arabica supplies, whereas supplies are 1996 4
QI

York, influencing the selling of London plentiful from major robusta producing
futures contracts. Reports also indicate a countries-Indonesia. Vietnam, and

slackening of demand for cocoa b 1 several Uganda. Prices of both types of coffee are

European manufacturers because of the likely to fluctuate widely in the next few
year-end holidays. Major consumers also may months because of very low stocks in con-

be delaying purchases in the hope of lower suiming countries and uncertainity about

prices. Brazil's 1997/98 crop, to be harvested
Prices are set to rise during 1997 in between May and September 1997.

response to a sizable projected deficit in pro- Vietnam achieved another large increase

duction of some 150,000 to 250,000 tons for in production. Output in 1996/97 (October

1996/97. Our forecast is for a deficit of to September) is estimated at 4.5 million
around 150,000 tons. A deficit of this size bags, an increase of 29% over the previous
would bring the stock-to-consumiption ratio year. Good weather and berry production on

down to about 35%, its lowest level since recent new plantings explain the rise.
1986/87, when prices were around $2,000 a Vlietnam looks ready to move into third place

ton. among the world's robusta producers, after

Deficit forecasts are based on lower Indonesia and Brazil.

arrivals in Cote d'Ivoire and Ghana than a Uganda's coffee production is also roar-
year ago. By mid-December arrivals in C6te ing ahead. Market liberalization policies

d'Ivoire were estimated at 430,000 tons that have boosted the producer's share in
below the 545,000 at the same time last year. the export price have given production a
Based on these arrivals, the main crop is esti- jolt. Coffee farmers responded bv expand-

mated at around 900,000 tons, some 100,000 ing plantings of new high-yielding varieties.

tons lower than a year ago. In Ghana the The rise in exports suggests that production

1996/97 main crop is estimated at 300,000 shot up 30% in 1996/97 over levels in the

tons, or 50,000 tons below last year's levels. previous season.
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Indonesia's production is estimated to TEA :s72

have bounced back to 8 million bags follow- 90

ing drought-plagued seasons of about 6.5 5S.32

million bags each. Prospects are uncertain, S6

however, because Indonesian coffee farmers !75.22

are strongly responsive to prices. If the .,. i

recent low robusta prices persist, Indo- l
nesia's production could stagnate or even (Sc'

decline. -r35'J 

Colombia's production has been declin- 39 -0

ing for the past three seasons, a victim of 250 96

borer worms and the recent appreciation of ni ISG

the peso, as well as declining coffee prices.
The peso has appreciated about 5% against PRICES UP ON DEMAND FROM FORMER SOVIET STATES

the US dollar over the past nine months, but Average prices a- the four major auctions
the appreciation has been much larger in real were up 7% over the same quarter last vear,

terms because of Colombia's 20% inflation reflecting stronger import demand.
rate. As a result, coffee export revenues in Colombo prices were especially strong.
real peso terms have deteriorated substan- buoyed by heavy demand from cotntries of
tially in recent months. To avoid depleting the former Soviet Union. Calcutta prices fell

the Coffee Fund, the National Federation of (in US dollar terms) because of Russia's with-

Coffee Growers cut the internal coffee price drawal firom the Indian tea market and

5.9% in nominal terms. The sharp decline in depreciation of the rupee relative to the dol-
the real producer price of coffee could result lar. Favorable financial arrangements
in production declines in Colombia next Year offered by Sri Lanka to Russian importers in

of 1 million to 11.5 million bags, according to 1996 also contributed to the switch from
federation estimates. Indian to Sri Lankan tea.

Liberalization of coffee markets is pro- World tea production continued to
ceeding in a few producing countries. India's increase in response to good weather and

Coffee Board is expected to end its auctions greater use of agricultural inputs. This

in December and to limit its activities to enabled Kenya, India, Indonesia, and Sri
research. Kenya's Coffee Board is transform- Lanka to increase their exports to meet

ing the Central Auction into a coffee strong demand. However, exports of black
exchange to enable farmers to fix reserve tea from China decLined follow-ing its switch
prices and allow balloting for floor auctions. from black tea to green tea production to
Brokers appointed bv farmers will operate meet increasing dornestic demand for green

the exchange and fix reserve prices as direct- tea. Imports by the major tea importing
ed by the farmers. These steps should countries were higher during the first 10
improve producers' income from coffee. months of 1996 than during the same period

World coffee prices for the next few last year. Demand was especially strong in
months will be affected by forecasts of countries of the former Soviet Union.

Brazil's 1997/98 crop. Recent reports sug- Quality difference in tea and increasing
gest that it could be as low as 20 million bags, competition among exporting countries will

well down from the last season's 27 million continue to contribute to divergences in
bags. The cyclical nature of Brazil's produc- price movements in auction markets. The
tion and a failure of coffee bushes to flower short-term outlook for prices depends on
are at fault. Other analvsts expect the crop to demand from countries of the former Soviet

be about 25 million bags. Union and India.
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TIGHT SUPPLIES KEEP PRICES RISING EXPANDING STOCKS PRESSURE PRICES 1996

Recovery in copra production in the Palm oil production in Malaysia entered Q4

Philippineswasweakerthan expectedduring its low production phase and is projected to

the fourth quarter. Production in 1997 remain at seasonal lows in the short term.

(January-December) is expected to improve Compared with the favorable productivity

by no more than about 0.4 million tons over demonstrated during April-October 1996,

1996, to 2.19 million tons, still short of 1995's the year-on-vear increase will slow in the

2.5 million tons. Widespread and severe months ahead as the biological yield cycle

typhoon damage to a significant portion of turns downward and yields per hectare

the coconut area in late 1995 slowed the decline in the Peninsula and East Malaysia.

recovery. Expected strong export demand will cause

Philippine copra output declined in palm oil stocks to fall. Europe, China,

1996/97, and production and exports are Pakistan, and several other countries are

not likelv to increase much in 1997. Copra expected to step up their palm oil imports.

crushing is projected to increase, bringing Malaysian palm oil stocks dipped from

coconut oil exports up from 850,000 tons for 956,000 tons at the end of November 1996 to

1996 to 1.05 million tons for 1997 and 920,000 tons at the end of December and are

coconut meal exports up from 510.000 tons expected to plunge to 600,000 tons at the

to 640,000 tons. With supplies tight, prices end of March 1997.

should remain high in the near to medium Following the short-term decline, palm oil

term. output growth may accelerate in 1997/98, if

In Indonesia copra output is up an esti- the sharp increase in Malaysia's production

mated 2%, to 1.25 million tons for 1996/97 projected by the Palm Oil Registration and

over 1995/96. Indian copra production is Licensing Association is realized. Stepped up

also up some 3.7%. to 503,000 tons for plantings of new oil palm plantations is

1996/97. The shift in production from expected. In many areas, especially in

coconut oil to palm kernel oil is expected to Indonesia, large additional areas are available

continue. for planting tropical crops.

Coconut oil production is dominated by Global exports of vegetable oils are domi-

the Philippines, Indonesia. and Malaysia. nated by palm oil, which accounts for almost

The Philippines produces about 42% of the half the total. Malaysia accounts for more than

world's coconut oil and Indonesia about 70% of world exports and Indonesia for more

23%. Malaysia is a significant palm kernel oil than 25%. However, growth in palm oil out-

producer, accounting for more than half of put has been slowing, due mainly to shortages

world production. of land and labor in west Malaysia.
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SOYBEAN OIL __0 GRAINS
*Is.s _._

591 00 C6c00 PRODUCTION INCREASES DRAMATICALLY
AM~~~~~~~~~~~IAY Soo__50

96 _v__ 400 World grain production rose 7.5% for the
_ 80 5 90 95 ' 1996/97 crop year (July-June), surpassing

the previous record set in 1992 by more than

JAN:S,4 °° / \ Z 3.0%. Yields reached record levels, while area
planted rose to a 10-year high, though
remaining well below the record levels of the

S _ 53r 00 \ early 1980s.
_ 46 < Prices dropped sharply during the fourth

* LSdo'am). 4 quarter as the extent of the production
Dutch,crude, DE' increase became apparent. Consumption is
fab er-mi0 apaen.i

expected to increase 3.0% in the current
EXPECTATIONS ARE BULLISH FOR BEANS AND MEAL year, to reach a record high of its own.

Demand for soybean ineal is rising in Higher prices and generally favorable pro-
countries where livestock industries are duction in the major importing countries are
developing rapidly, such as Brazil, China, the expected to bring the volume of grain trade

| _ Republic of Korea, and ''hailand. In the US down to a six-year low.

and the EU, however, demand is likely to be Ending stocks will be higher than they

limited by lower feedgrain prices. Overall, were last year but still low by historical stan-

steady growth in global demand for soybean dards. The stock-to-use rate, a common mea-

meal is expected in 1997/98. Demand for sure of grain supplies, is expected to be

soybean oil is also expected to rise, mainly 15.0% by the end of June 1997, up from

because of China's increasing import 13.9% at the end of the previous year but still

demand. Demand for soybeans will reflect well below the 19.7% average of the past 10
the underlying demand for soybean nmeal years.

and oil, while demand for soybeans for crush- Despite the low world stock levels major

ing will be influenced mainly by the rate of exporters were able to rebuild their stocks

growth in soybean meal consumption, which substantially. Stocks now appear adequate to

is projected to accelerate in 1997/98. stabilize prices, given the low demand for

Soybean meal prices may come under world trade. Grain stocks in the five largest

downward pressure in the medium term as exporting countries are expectecd to swell

livestock producers substitute cheaper feed- from 60 million tons at the end of the
grain for oilseed meal. The large size of the 1995/96 crop year to 99 million tons by the
soybean crop will also weaken meal prices. end of the 1996/97 crop year. World stocks

Soybeans dominate the oilseed trade, with are expected to rise from 245 to 272 million

over an 80% share. Though the trading envi- tons over the same period.

ronment for soybean complex is more liberal According to recent reports by the US

than that for most agricultural commodities, Department of Agriculture, grain produc-

several countries still impose import duties. fion rose 20% in the five largest grain

Many of these tariffs are being reduced under exporters-US (41.4% of exports in

the GAIT. In South America, a system of 1980-90), EU (21.7%), Canada (10.7%),

differential export taxes (higher on exports Australia (6.9%), and Argentina (6.1%).

of soybeans than of soybean oil and meal) has This brought production in these countries

been dismantled. As a result, domestic soy- to one-third of global production, a total of

bean prices have risen, atid a major boost in 666 million tons of grain. The increases

soybean planting in South America is ranged from 16% in Australia and the EU to

projected. 38% in Argentina.
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WORLD PRODUCTION UP 1 1% PRICES DRIFT LOWER 1996 3996

World maize production rebounded from The price of Thai 5% broken rice fell
a poor 1995 harvest to a record high, causing from $341/ton in the third quarter to
prices to plummet. Maize prices peaked at $314/ton in the fourth quarter in large part

$204/ton in May and then fell to $117.7/ton because of weak import demand. The sharp 1996

in December. In the US, which accounts for drop in wheat prices may also have affected Q4

roughly 40% of world maize production and rice prices. The rice market appears to be

more than 70% of trade, production was up closely balanced, however, and prices could
26% in 1996 following a poor harvest in 1995. return to $340/ton as the year progresses.

US ending stocks are likely to be more than Price changes for Thai 35% broken rice were
double the low levels of the 1995/96 crop year similar to those for the higher-quality rice,

(October-September), jumping from 10.8 with prices down $20/ton for the fourth

million tons to 24.4 million tons. World maize quarter, to $248.8/ton.

trade is expected to fall to 62 million tons, World production is expected to reach a

down from 66 million tons the previous year. record 558.8 million tons of paddy in
World production of coarse grains (feed 1996/97, up from 550 million tons last year,

grains such as barley, sorghum, oats, and rye) which should allow some rebuilding of
rose by the same percentage as maize. US stocks. China and India, the two largest pro-

exports should account for about 62% of ducers, both have record crops, while other

world coarse grain exports of 88 million tons major exporters have adequate though not
in 1996/97. US stocks are expected to dou- record production. World exports of 18 mil-

ble, from 14.4 million tons in 1995/96 to 29 lion tons are expected for calendar year

million tons in 1996/97, which still puts 1997, down from 19.0 million tons in 1996.
them below the 37.5 million ton average for Ending stocks are expected to remain nearly

1992/93 to 1995/96. unchanged from 1995/96, at 51 million tons.

Although stocks remain low by historical Thailand should remain the world's largest

standards, US stock rebuilding will probably exporter, accounting for 30% of total

keep prices from rising significantly during exports-at 5.5 million tons. India, Vietnam,

1997. What happens to the US crop will be and the US are expected to have nearly equal

critical to price movements in 1997, and if market shares of 2.2 to 2.7 million tons of

poor weather threatens price volatility could exports each. India's exports are likely to be

return. below last year's 3.25 million tons because

Japan and the Republic of Korea should lower world prices reduce its export competi-

remain the world's top importers in tiveness and stocks are low. Vietnam has

1996/97. relaxed the state's monopoly on rice trade.
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194e Global wheat production is up an esti- The seasonal upswing in banana prices

190.8,96 mated 8.1 % for the 1996/97 crop year (July' appears to have started early, as prices rose

1995/16 June), while production among major sharply in the final quarter of 1996. Prices

exporters is up 16.3%. This distinction is dropped to $375/ton in October and then

Market-ywr-endr stocks as % important because the five major wheat jumped to $476 in December.
of conw?pt- exporters account for 88% of world exports Following unification of the European

!9G1 !98415 (for 1991-95 the shares were US 33%, agricultural markets and modification of
16.9 Canada 20.0%, EU 18.7%, Austulia 9.8%, the banana protocol for EU imports,A 14 .J \ and Argentina 5.9%). This very large supply Caribbean exporters witnessed sharply

response among the major exporters lower and more volatile prices during the

L/ \ / \ explains why wheat prices dropped so last half of 1996. Quality problems in St.

\ / 7 sharply in the third and fourth quarters- Lucia and Dominica compounided the diffi-

f 13.6 from $249/ton in the second quarter to culties facing the industry in the Windward

A94j/3E V' $176.7/ton in the fourth quarter. Islands as it attempts to reorganize. In both

9~97 Stocks in the major exporters are expect- countries, the government intervened-at

ed to rise 57% by the end of the current crop least temporarily-t_o prop up domestic

a_ g year, to reach 47.8 million tons. In contrast, prices.
Markt-year-erdirgstocks as % world stocks are expected to end the vearjust A World Trade Organization (WTO)
ofcrn-adn 1

34A 7.4% higher, at 112.5 million tons. Good har- panel requested in April 1996 by Ecuador,
l9o5186 vests in the major importing countries will Guatemala, Honduras, NMexico, and the US

likely depress import demand to 89 million to challenge the EU banana regime is sched-

tons for 1996/97. World trade has declined uled to report its findings in early 1997. The

i992,93 for five vears in a row, from a high of 112.7 regime protects the European market

25.6 19-7 million tons in 1992/93. Stock rebuilding by through a system of tariffs and import and
223QEI I" \ major wheat exporters should keep prices marketing quotas; it also gran-ts preferential

Vewso \ from rising over the next year unless pro- access to certain Africani, Caribbean, and

199 duction in a major trading country is severe- Pacific (ACP) and Latin American countries.

Iv damaged. The WTO granted the EU a waiver on
NreestiDate.r994ssd 995/9 s Of the major exporters Argentina had the nondiscrimination rules for Lome Con-

San. 9xUe.-SDAW FS. largest increase in wheat production-up vention preferential treatment, so a panel is

68% from 1995/96. Production was up unlikely to find against the quota-tariff por-

26.6% in Australia, 21.8% in Canada, 13.3% tion of the regime. However, industry ana-

in the EU, and 4.5% in the US. The low US lysts expect the panel to recommend

supply response was the result of drought. changes to the marketing licenses.
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TIGHT SUPPLIES HOLD PRICES FIRM PRICES CONTINUE TO SKID

Following a weakening in US shrimp mar- Prices slipped from 27.3S/kg in the third

kets in October, supplies tightened in the quarter to 23.9t/kg in the last quarter of
wake of the ruling on the US embargo in late 1996. In general, analysts expect growing sup-

October and November. Prices rose in plies over the next few months, and New York

December and remained firm into February futures contracts remain in slight backwarda-

1997. US demand for headless black tiger tion. For the year prices are expected to hold

remains strong despite the higher prices. at near-current levels of about 24¢/kg. The

Supplies of headless black tiger shrimp International Sugar Organization expects
from Asian countries have been plentiful in production to reach 123.5 million tons and

recent months. Prices have remained firm, inventories to grow by an additional 3 million
however, because importers' demand, par- tons for the current crop year.

ticularly for Indonesian pink headless In Brazil the government has set sugar

shrimp, remained strong. In contrast, peeled exports at 5.2 million tons. But with the
shrimps were in short supply, as bad weather 1996/97 crop nmning well ahead of expec-

and news of the tightening of the US embar- tations, analysts expect another 500,000 tons

go led to a decline in Indian production. to be added to the export quota.
Supplies from other countries were also on In Europe gains in production from

the decline. Western Europe and Poland are expected to
US production of Gulf shrimp is estimat- be partially offset by declines in Russia and

ed to be below current demand, although Ukraine. In Western Europe a steady
supplies of large shrimp are rising. Supplies increase in the EU (from 17.0 to 17.4 million
of imported shrimp of all sizes declined in tons), combined with strong production

recent months. Imports from China, from Turkey, is expected to boost the

Ecuador, India, and Thailand were down region's production to 20 million tons, up

because of problems ranging from lower from last year's 18.8 million tons. Poland is
landings and disease to stormy weather and expected to produce nearly 2.4 millions

higher European prices. In contrast, US tons-a record for recent years. However, in
imports of cooked shrimp increased over last Ukraine a prolonged drought has sharply

year's volume. US supplies of shrimp will lowered expectations for the 1996/96 beet
remain tight as domestic production crop. Production is expected to shrink to less
declines from the previous year. than 3 million tons, down from an estimated

In Asian countries shrimp farms have 3.8 million tons in 1995/96. Russian produc-
been hit by floods and cyclones, and supplies tion is expected to drop back to 1.8 million

are low in India, Indonesia, and Thailand. tons, following last year's 2.2 million tons.
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In a measure designed to boost the COTTON 2 -50
domestic industry, Russia's Foreign Trade 940.03 20

Ministry set a 1.5 million ton limit on white c 50

sugar imports, with 1.15 million tons allocat- _2X f 5 9 95

ed to Ukraine. Since October all sugar deliv- JJ4N

eries from Ukraine have also been subject to

a 10% value added tax, and the head of C174.6

Russia's State Customs Committee recently \,
urged another hike in duties on food

imports. Imports of sugar, particularly J,i
refined white sugar from Ukraine, have risen t

E.[= QWWk A j~~~~66'12

steadily, reaching 1.2 million tons during the fr*L. cq,,LW0 S6

first 11 months of 1996. A portion of the
sugar is believed to be tolled Cuban sugar; PRICES MOVE UP A NOTCH

Ukraine imported 175,000 tons of raw sugar Following the release of the USDA's

from Cuba during the first seven months of upward revision of its cotton production fore-

1996. cast, New York futures prices exhibited some
In December and January the govern- instability. Markets were quieter for the medi-

ment of India took steps to allow private com- um staple cotton indicator price (Cotlook A
panies to export sugar, subject to overall index), whose 170 C/kg average for October-

quota restrictions. Quota requests for sugar December was almost unchanged from July-
exports must be registered with the Agri- September though far below the 197C/kg

culture and Process Food Export Develop- average in the same period of 1995. The price

ment Association. Of the 1.269 million tons is expected to remain steady, according to the
allocated for export since August, 44,000 Intemational Cotton Advisorv Committee

tons entered preferential markets in the US (ICAC).

and the EU. Exports are expected to shrink, The ICAC lowered its earlier forecasts of
however, as production drops an estimated 2 world production for 1996/97 from 19 mil-
million tons. lion tons to 18.7 million tons. Low yields and

In Mexico cane milling continues to run low prices both seem to have held back pro-

ahead of last year's pace. So far 7.34 million duction. The average world cotton yield fell
tons of the 1996/97 cane crop has been to an estimated 555 kg/hectare for 1996/97,
crushed, up from 6.49 tons at this time last 7% below the record yield in 1991/92 and

year. El Grupo Azucarero Mexico, which 2% lower than the previous year. Resistance

runs 6 of Mexico's 61 mills, expects its pro- to pesticides in eastern China, the spread of
duction to increase by 53%. Mexican author- the leaf curl virus in Pakistan, and economic
ities announced a 14.1% increase in the difficulties in Central Asia are the main rea-
reference price for sugar onJanuary 15. sons for the drop in yield.

In Mauritius the govemment has acceler- The outlook for 1997/98 is more opti-

ated its program for switching land from tea mistic, however, at 19.6 million tons. Large
to sugar cane. The switch is designed to raise increases in production are expected in the

sugar production to meet an extra annual francophone countries of West Africa, where
export quota to the EU of 85,000 tons, the area planted to cotton will reach an esti-
obtained under the Special Preferential mated 1.7 million hectares this season and

Sugar agreement. even more the next. Increased production is
Vietnam has decided to suspend sugar also expected in the southern hemisphere,

imports during 1997 as domestic production especially in Australia, South Africa, and

increases. Imports have declined steadily. Zimbabwe. Syria is becoming an important
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AGRICULTURAL RAW MATERIALS

cotton producer, with estimated 1996/97 RUBBER 200

production at a record 1.12 million bales; its ,50 Agricultural raw
production is expected to increase further in w55 78 1 0 0 materials prices
1997/98. Most of Syria's cotton is exported 94 So 85 90 95 50 fore dowq 1.4%
to European mills and to Russia, China, and 15496 Natural rubber
Poland. 9N

\ ~~~~~prices w ere down
World cotton consumption is now esti- p%, whie otn

mated at 18.9 million tons for 1996/97- 5 and timber
short of the 19 million tons estimated p
earlier-reducing the consumption-produc- pricswrdo
tion gap to 100.000 tons. China's estimated (US42enrtkg) 71C

MalaVsl-. RSSI t 24.12 DEC
1996/97 produiction is 1 million tons below pmmprtdelie, BCT 96 1990 =00

fob K6oc Luiopui, 96 130 3

last season's, but no increase in its imports is 1996
129 5 Q2

expected because of large stock carryovers. PRICES FOR 1 996 LOWER AND LESS VOLATILE 1996

Brazil may be the largest importer this sea- Natural rubber prices continued their Ql

son, accounting for more than 500,000 tons, gradual decline during the final quarter of
because of lower production (a result of high 1996. For the year prices averaged about 12%
production costs and difficulty obtaining lower than in 1995. Volatility declined aswell. 1250 1234

1996 /9

financing). The coefficient of variation for Malaysian Q3 Q4

Low production is also expected to drive RSS1 fell from 12% in 1995 to 8% in 1996.
Pakistan to import 65,000 tons this season; it Stocks continued to climb during the quarter
exported 325,000 tons last season. Because of and reached 1.78 million tons, roughly equiv-
fears that more mills will close, the govern- alent to ending 1994 stocks and 130,000 tons
ment of Pakistan withdrew the 5% duty on above closing 1995 stocks. Still, prices remain
cotton imports; it has been allowing free about 67% higher than 1990-93 averages
exports of cotton since January 1995. and are expected to decline only slightly dur-
Production in Turkey is at the second high- ing 1997.
est level ever and is likelv to rise even more For the vear the market experienced a
over the next several years if the irrigation combination of small offsetting adjustments. M

project in the east gets under way. Because of Sluggish but positive growth in tire produc- of cosuMptcn
its large domestic textile industry and its tion offset supply increases in natural and n
recent membership in the EU's customs synthetic nibber. Increases in Thai and
union, Turkey is expected to import nearly Indonesian production were partially offset 503

300,000 tons of cotton. In Greece production by the long-run decline in Malaysian produc- | 192

is expected to decline following a reduction tion. Prospects are for more of the same in
in the income subsidy from the EU. 1997. Slow industrial expansion is forecast 449

At the 1996 Singapore Ministerial Confer- for OECD countries, with faster growth fore- 34.3 33.5

ence, as reported by Cotton Outlook, a num- cast for developing Asia. I91081 198 /90

ber of Asian countries contended that Ratification of the most recent Inter- Sauce terantor CottonAdv,soiy
Co,mmittee

industrial countries have not lived up to the national Natural Rubber Agreement (INRA
liberalizing spirit of the WTO. Agreements III) appears to be moving ahead slowly but
call for phasing out most quotas on textile steadily. Both Malaysia and Indonesia ratified
and clothing over a 10-year period. Some INRA III in December, signaling an end to a
industrial countries countered by complain- divisive fight over Malaysia's bid for the exec-
ing about the high tariff restrictions imposed utive director position at the International
by some developing countries and about Natural Rubber Organization (INRO), a
attempts by some exporters to circumvent group representing both consuming and
quotas. producing developing countries. Votes are
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based on market share (consumption or pro- TIMBER
duction), and 75% of the votes for both con- LOGS 2e3.46

suming and producing members must be 96

cast in support of the treaty. A sufficient num-

ber of producing countries have announced 2425 

their support to ensure ratification of the 25 85 DEC

treaty at the March INRO meeting. /
Currently, the consuming country vote is g
about 1.6% short of the required 75% major- 44s

ity. However, either China or Italy is expect- '
ed to signal formal support before the March 30

234.29
meeting and thereby ensure passage. JrN so ase

Ratification of INRA III would reactivate a
price stabilization scheme based on buffer PLENTIFUL SUPPLIES DEPRESS PRICES

stock operations. Under the scheme stocks Prices for Malaysian logs in the Japanese

are accumulated when prices fall below pre- market fell to $250 a cubic meter during the
defined moving averages and are released forth quarter of 1996, a 3.4% decline from

when prices climb above a similarly calculat- the third quarter. Prices were affected main-

ed ceiling. Ratification is not likely to have ly by an adequate supply of logs from the
any immediate effect on market prices since tropical log producing regions. The decision
there are no stocks in the buffer and prices of Sabah (Malaysia) to lift the 1991 ban on
remain well above the buy-trigger. Iog exports will likely put some further down-

Prices in China fell during the first half of ward pressure on prices. Greater use of soft-

1996, according to statistics released by the woods for plywood and higher imports of
China Goods and Materials Information processed timber products have led to a

Center. Increases in domestic production of weakening of the market for tropical logs in

synthetic and natural rubber and increased Japan. One of the largest plywood makers in
imports led to a 1.4% decline in natural rub- Japan is reportedly ready to shift from 50%

ber prices in June. June inventories were up softwood to 100% over the next four vears.
50% over the same time last year. Log prices were prevented from sinking fur-

Car and truck use in Poland has risen ther, however, by the steady growth in hous-

steadily, from 5.3 million vehicles in 1990 to ing starts, reflecting low interest rates on

7.2 million in 1995, and tire production has housing loans and continuing reconstruc-
grown along with it, from 4.7 to 9.5 million. tion following the 1995 earthquake.

Before 1989 the tire industry consisted of a Timber prices rose slightly in the
single government-owned monopoly, European market because of improvements

Stomil, with three production facilities. in demand in the UK, low inventories, and
Olsztyn in the northeast specialized in truck supply restrictions and problems in Africa.

and tractor tires, Debica in the southeast in With felling restrictions in Cote d'lvoire like-
car tires, and Poznan in the west in specialty ly to hold down supplies of hardwood, prices

tires. According to a review by the Economist are rising. Adding to concern about supplies
Intelligence Unit, in 1989 the industry was of African hardwoods are problems in Zaire.

reorganized into two joint-stock companies, Reports also indicate transport problems in
Stomil-Olsztvn and Stomil-Debica, with the Africa during the rainy season. While there
government retaining ownership until 1995. are signs that demand for timber is improv-
In that vear Michelin purchased 52.1% of ing in the UK, the market continues to be
Stomil-Olsztvyn and Goodyear purchased sluggish in France, although with some
50.8% of Debica. increases in the building sector.
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FERTILIZERS POTASSIUM CHLORIDE
The index of fer-

PRICES STABILIZE AFTER RISING FOR WOO oo

MAR tilizer prices was
SEVERAL YEARS 9e10c higher while sev-

The collapse in grain prices in the last DEC eral idividial
quarter does not bode well for fertilizer fertilizers not

demand in the coming year as farmers trv to iiclllded in the
match their fertilizer use to market condi-
tions. lS wheat prices (fo.b. US Gulf) slid M:i§' id wper75h etldowed

g,ad,l <Dot, fcD no u i 990 100

from $249/ton in the second quarter to 20 X,3 o
23 0

$191/ton in the third quarter and / ' 212 996

$176.7/ton in the third quarter. Maize prices /, 0 96I

fell even faster, from $197.3/ton (Lo.b. US 00 85 9C 9 60

Gulf) to $176.2/ton and then to $121.1/ton. l8 9
( 99

Maize production accounts for a signifi- LITTLE INCREASE IN PRICES EXPECTED Q2

cant share of fertilizer demand and is an Prices were stable at $117/ton (spot fo.b.

especially heavy user of nitrogen fertilizer. Vancouver) for the second consecuitive quar- 1(6 2

With fertilizer prices still higher than in ter and nearly identical to 1996's average of /996Q'
recent past years, farmers will likely cut back $116.9/ton. While prices were substantiallv

on application rates following the drop in higher than in 1994, they were slightly lower
grain prices. Rice prices have shown less dra- than in 1995. Efforts to raise prices have not

matic declines, though Thai 5% broken rice been successfuil, and the market appears to

(f.o.b. Bangkok) was down from $365.6/ton face overcapacitv in the short term. The last

in the first quarter of 1996 to $314.1 /ton in price increases were in 1995, and prospects
the fourth quarter. Since rice is a large user for a 1997 increase are not favorable.

of nitrogen fertilizer, this will furtlher weaken Negotiations on contracts for the first half

the demand for nitrogen. of 1997 between the Canadian potash export
World grain area increased 8.1% from the association, Canpotex, and Japanese buyers

1995/96 crop year to the 1996/97 crop year. have ended with no price change from last

The increase was 29 million hectares above year. Lower prices in Asian markets, espe-
1995/96, but still well below the record 732 cially in India, made a price increase difficult,
million hectares of grain harvested in 1981. while large shipments of potash to China and
The five largest grain exporters (US, EU, India prevented a price cut. The Japanese

Canada, Australia. and Argentina) increased market often sets the tone for other Asian
grain area 14 million hectares. contract negotiations.

Fertilizer prices bottomed in 1993 and Excess capacity remains in the industry,

1994 and have risen as much as twofold on a with most of it in Canada and the countries

year-over-year basis. On an annual average of the former Soviet Union. W\hile many of

basis urea prices rose 92% from 1992 to 1996, the smaller Canadian and Middle Eastern

DAP prices 65%, and TSP prices 57%. producers operate near full capacity, the

Potassium chloride prices were up just 10.5% large Canadian producers are well below

in 1996 from their annual average low in capacity. Russian sales to Asian markets have

1993. The price increases have occurred over continued strong despite the generally weak

four vears, and production capacity is begin- market. Prices are reportedly $6-7/ton

ning to expand. Given the weakness in grain below last year's on selected sales.

prices and several years of rising fertilizer Potash Corp of Saskatchewan (PCS) has

prices, it seems likely that prices will not rise agreed to buy 51% of the German potash

further; our forecasts reflect this for most fer- producer Kali and Salz (K&S), the sole

tilizer types. potash producer in Germany.
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PRICES SHOULD REMAIN FIRM TO END OF SPRING MARKET DRIFTS WHILE TRADERS WAIT

TSP prices were unchanged at $182.5/ton Urea prices showed some strength during

(f.o.b. US Gulf) for the quarter. The average the quarter, but ended lower to average

for 1996was $175.8/ton, up from $149.6/ton $197.0/ton (f.o.b. West Europe) for the

in 1995. DAP prices conlinued to rise, aver- fourth quarter, down from $206.4/ton for

aging $209.5/ton for the fourth quarter the third quarter. For the year urea prices

(fo.b. US Gulf), up slightly from $206.9/ton averaged $205.5/ton, slightly below lastyear's

for the third quarter. DAP averaged $211.5/ton but well above the $147.9/ton in
$213.2/ton for the year, below 1995's 1994. The market has been very inactive, with

$216.6/ton average but well above 1994's China considering a new import policy and
$172.8/ton. Prices are expected to continue few other large buyers in the market. India

strong at least until the end of the spring has not yet settled on its import requirements
planting season. for the year, and Indonesian exporters are

The supply of DAP in the US market still awaiting export licenses. All in all, the

could be tight because of strong export market is adrift, with no clear direction.
demand and lower than expected domestic China is reportedly considering an 18%
production. Chinese import demand is still tax on urea imports, to offset the 13% value-
strong, and US exporters have been anxious added tax paid by domestic producers.

to meet demand in time for the spring plant- Although it appears that no final decision has

ing. Once this demand hump passes, the been reached, urea imports are at a standstill
market should slow. Indian buyers have been until the issue is resolved. Increased domes-

much less aggressive and are expecting dis- tic supplies are expected to lower urea

counts before they buy. imports in 1997. Prices traditionally increase
Moroccan exporters have negotiated during the winter in anticipation of strong

higher prices on sales of phosphoric acid to spring demand for planting.

the European market. And phosphate rock Vietnam is reportedly considering a new
prices have edged up by as much as $5 a ton policy requiring fertilizer exporters to the

for Moroccan exports. Moroccan TSP country to have domestic joint venture part-

exports were higher for 1996, while DAP ners. The ministry of agriculture, in an to effort
exports were lower. to increase rice production and exports, is tar-

High prices for DAP and phosphate rock geting urea imports of 1.5-1.6 million tons for

helped Jordan Phosphate Mines Company 1997. However, with the recent drop in rice
(JPMC) post a 9% increase in revenues in prices from $358/ton inJuly to $314.6/ton in

1996 over 1995.JPMC expects to increase sales December (for Thai 5% broken rice), farmers

in 1997 as two new ventures come on-stream. may not be eager to increase production.
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ALUMINUM ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3,000 COPPER0ALUMINUM 12,500 Copp]-ilk ~~~~~~2~500 Metals and min~-

612 48 ~~~~~~1,500 2,658.26 200 erals prices were
'MAR4 1,000 2,6 i 641 M9AY i,500 [UI[CSe

96 5~~~~~~~~~00 26A64 965,00 up 1.6%, with
80 85 90 95 96 80 85 90 95 1 higher copper

JAN3934 \ 1,500.29 \ and zinc prices
\ 96 \ 2,268.08 offset by lower

\ } 5 ~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~DECv
96 aluminum, lead,

nickel, and tin
prices.

([OdoIr/t 1990 1 00
(US dolars/mt) 1,407.38 UM.E chad,e 1,94C.45
LME, primary ingots, SEP and mre shapes, SEP 92.8
6,ghgrade, cash. 96 setdement price. 96 94 (996

1996 Q2

PRICES MOVE UP WITH HIGHER CONSUMPTION AND PRICES SOAR TO CLOSE 1996; TIGHT MARKETS Q \

LOWER STOCKS CONTINUE INTO 1997 . 85.1
1996

Aluminum prices recovered in the fourth Copper markets experienced sharp price Q4

quarter, lifted by renewed purchasing for increases during November and December.
consumption and stock building. According Cash prices for copper reached as high as 83.8

(996to the International Primary Aluminum $2,580/ton by the end of November, up Q3

Institute (IPAI), stocks were drawn down $600/ton from October. Cash prices
steadily between July and October 1996. dropped somewhat in December, but
Increased construction activities gave a slight remained near the $2,200-$2,250 range into
boost to aluminum consumption in the US. the first week of 1997. Institutional hedging
In Japan construction and auto sales moved practices (purchases of futures contracts to
up on expectations of an across-the-board cover call options) probably account for Thousands of metric tons 969

consumption tax in April 1997. Shipments some of the price increases. So does late-year 96

and consumption of cans are also higher in buying to cover physical stock requirements. 951
DEC

Japan, up 5% over 1995. Although construc- Analysts predict lower average prices in 1997. 96

tion is likely to slow after April, aluminum Combined Comex and London Metal

orders by construction firms should remain Exchange stocks settled at 125,000 tons in
high. European aluminum producers and the fourth quarter, the lowest level in six

consumers report an improvement in orders. years. Mine production was down in 1996 in
Analysts expect consumption growth to Western Europe, Africa, and Russia. Russian 6A4N7

continue. production was at its lowest level in five years 6

Aluminum production was higher in the (472,000 tons) largely because of Norilsk

fourth quarter than in the third quarter and Nickel's poor financial state. Production T

in the same quarter a year ago, with the grew to 523,000 tons in Australia and 3.11 3T5Je5

increases coming mainly from the US and million tons in Chile, a 20% increase from
Canada. Production is expected to increase 1995 for both countries.

well into 1997 as idle capacity slowly returns North American markets led consump-
to production and new capacity in South tion increases in 1996. Demand growth for 2273

Africa, the Middle East, Australia, and New copper in the US has continued longer than JUL96 125.4

Zealand moves into full production. Supply most analysts had expected following the 96

and demand will be nearly balanced during 8.7% decrease in October housing starts. 92.5

the first half of 1997, while the level of con- Growth in US copper consumption is pro- 96

sumption growth will determine whether the jected to slow to about 1.0% in 1997, down So,ce.: MetalBuilet, .

aluminum market moves into surplus in the from 7% in 1996. Consumption is expected

second half of the year. to grow 1.7% in Europe and 3.5% in EastAsia.
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GOLD 66C January, following persistent rumors that

FEB 76 v 15°° such a sale was likely. Many central banks are
/\ 3|reportedly under pressure to lower debt by

39945 80 85 90 5 switching from gold reserves to foreign cur-
JAN \ (US doior /trsry ounce)
96 UK, 99.5% ine rencies and interest-bearng accounts.

Central banks typically do not announce gold

sales until after they have been completed.
383 47 )_ European central banks may be under espe-

96 > cially strong pressure to sell gold in order to

meet the budget deficit requirements set for
entry to the Eurcopean Monetary Union,

DEC which is scheduled to begin in 1999. In 1995
96

the National Bank of Belgium sold off a large
PRICES FALL SHARPLY amount of gold, announcing that the sale was

Gold prices fell sharply during the fourth intended to facilitate participation in the

quarter, to an average of $369.0/toz in European Monetary Union by reducing the
December, well below October's $381.1/toz. share of gold in total reserves.

MAJOR GOLD Central bank selling seems to account for The fall in gold prices is expected to hit
PRODUCERS most of the decline, although low inflation, some countries' export earnings hard. South
Thousonds of troy ounces
SothA,~sendofsrica 16,795a rising US equity prices, and the strong US Africa is the largest gold producer. Other
South Africa 6,795 
United States 10,587 dollar took their toll as well. large producers are the US, Australia, and
Australia 8. 18 Supply and demand balances tightened in Canada among industrial countries, and
Canada 4, 790
)ndonesaa 2,382 1996,ws7ithworldgold supplydown 4.7% from Indonesia, Brazil, Papua New Guinea,
Brazi 2,167 1995 according to Gold Fields Mineral Ghana, and Peru among developing coun-
Papua New Guinea 1,762
Ghana 1,678 Services, a London consulting firm and rec- tries (see table). The Ashanti mine in Obuasi,
Peru 1,.656 ognized expert on the gold market. Mine pro- Ghana, is a major source of export revenue
Chi e 1,433
Philippines 91,3 duction was up 2.9% in 1996, but other for Ghana. Papua New Guinea's Porgera
Zimbabwe 839 sources of supply shrank enough to rmore mine is one of the largest gold producers in
Colombia 710
Mexico 653 than offset the increase. Demand for physical the world. Some of these countries may have
Venezuela 550 gold was firm in 1996, but not strong enough hedged gold prices using futures, options, or
Source The God Intitute, 1996. to pressure prices. Fabrication demand, par- other financial instruments to protect export

ticularly for jewelry, was weak during the first earnings from declining prices.

half of 1996 but recovered in the second half New mining techniques, privatizations,
to post an increase of nearly 1.0% for the year. and improved management have brought

Demand for gold bars and gold loans down gold mining costs, but many mines will

declined, dragging down overall demand. become unprofitable at current gold prices.

Since gold is a store of wealth as well as an According to GoIcL Fields Mineral Services,

industrial commodity, changes in central the average cash operating cost of gold min-

bank reserves, inflation expectations, and ing is $257/toz-Afhen capital expenditures

returns on alternative investments can often are included the total cost is $315/toz.

dominate production and consumptiorn bal- Companies that operate more than one mine

ances. During the second half of 1996 large will be looking to close high-cost mines.

sales by European central banks pressured Some mines, such as Casa Berardi in Quebec,

prices, while strong competition from a thriv- are already stated for shutdown, and others
ing US stock market reduced gold's attrac- will follow unless gold prices rise significant-
tiveness to many US investors. ly. Five of the largest US mines have cash

The Bank of Netherlands confirmedL the costs above current prices, according to
sale of 300 metric tons of gold in early industry sources.
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IRON ORE AND STEEL over 1995. Price wars could erupt within the

IRON ORE 3325 industry during 1997.
2.50G Prices for sheet products other than HDG
982 stabilized in Asia and Europe, and no price

increases are expected in the short term. US

28.57 and Asian sheet markets are oversupplied,
28.09 996

:980aJ \ / \ / and capacity additions are unlikely. High

demand in Europe is boosting international
prices for HDG. Europe's export prices rose

25.47 more than $100/ton in November and are
YEAR?LY (VS dolors/i $t $40/ton994
Brazilon, cvrd contrc pnce expected to rise another $40/ton. In Asia
to Cermony

23250 increasing local demand combined with high
1988

European demand caused HDG prices to rise

SIGNS ARE MIXED FOR IRON ORE AND STEEL SHEET $10/ton. In the US prices can be expected to

In an atmosphere of conflicting price increase about $25/ton in 1997. Conditions in

objectives, Japanese ore buyers have begun Japanese steel markets are improving thanks

negotiations with Brazilian and Australian to a weak yen and rising automobile exports.
miners on the 1997 iron ore contract. While US structural markets continue to soften as

prices are improving worldwide for flat steel construction activities slow. European bar
products, particularly for hot-dipped galva- prices are unlikely to increase for the same rea-

nized sheet (HDG), long product markets are son. Asian long product markets are improv-

slowing with the seasonal downturn in con- ing because of a reduction in exports from the
struction activity in the northern hemisphere. former Soviet states and a slight improvement

Japanese buyers are looking to reduce the in Chinese demand. Nevertheless, stock levels
base price for fines as well as the premiums are still high in some places, especially in the

for lump and pellets because of current poor Republic of Korea and Taiwan, China.
prices for pig iron and steel products. In China, following three years of inven-
Suppliers hope to get a 6-8% increase, argu- tory liquidation, steel purchases rose in 1996
ing that the increase is needed to support to 20 million tons. China's net imports were

investment in modernization and capacity about 35 million metric tons in 1993, but fell

expansion and to offset currency fluctuations to 22 million tons in 1994. Analysts project

in financial markets. that net imports will be about 10 million tons
World pig iron production as of October for 1996. Steelmaking capacity is increasing

was 1.7% lower than for the first 10 months at a slightly slower rate than is underlying
of 1995, with output down in all regions. steel demand in the country.
Western Europe is the weakest market, with Despite weak demand in world steel mar-
output falling consistently over the past 12 kets, the International Iron and Steel
months. Asia is the only region registering Institute expects a 1.8% increase in global
any output growth. Despite the region's over- steel consumption for 1996 and a 3.4%
all growth, Japanese pig iron production fell increase in 1997. An increase of that size

1.2% in 1996, ignoring signs that output may would certainly boost steel export prices in
be ready to improve. 1997. Demand is expected to rise 5% or more

US steel imports have increased 40% in the EU, Eastern Europe, Latin America,
since 1993, to 28 million tons in 1996. Steel Mexico, and China and other parts of Asia

firms are responding to this increased supply (exceptJapan) and 4% in Australia and the
on the US market by shipping more sheet Middle East. Production is not expected to

steel abroad. Overseas demand for US steel increase in the former Soviet states, Japan,
totaled 100 million tons in 1996, almost 3% the US, and Africa and may even fall slightly.
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TEA Prices are higher COCONUT OIL Prices to weaken
on strong demand
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COTTON Prices remain stable RUBBER Prices lower but less volatile AG R I CU L-
TURAL
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TABLE Al. COMMODITY PRICES AND PRICE PROJECTIONS IN CONSTANT 1990 DOLLARS

Short-terr Long-term
Actual projections projections

CommodiW Unit 1970 1980 1985 1990 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 2000 2005 2010

Energy
Coal, US $/mt - 59.88 6796 41.75 35.74 33.10 32.82 31.97 31.24 30.57 30.17 29.41 28.56
Crudeoil, avg, spot $/bbl 4.82 51.22 39.62 22.88 15.84 14.41 14.38 17.54 16.47 15.29 13.71 13.23 13.04
Natural gas, Europe $/mmbtu - 4.72 5.39 2.55 2.51 2.22 2.28 2.44 2.41 2.27 2.12 2.02 1.96
Naturalgas, US $/mmbtu 0.68 2.15 3.57 1.70 1.99 1.74 1.44 2.35 1.94 1.69 1.61 1.69 1/74

Beverages
Cocoa p/kg 269 362 329 127 105 127 120 125 130 132 135 139 145
Coffee, other milds ¢/kg 457 482 471 197 147 300 279 231 196 177 172 167 161
Coffee, robusta ¢/kg 363 451 386 118 109 238 232 155 112 121 137 134 127
Tea,auctions,avg s/kg 359 250 264 205 158 143 /28 145 /40 /41 140 135 132
Tea,London,all /kg 436 310 289 203 175 166 138 152 /55 157 157 153 152

Food
Fats and oils
Coconutoil $/mt 1,584 936 860 337 423 551 561 646 616 578 580 500 485
Copra $/mt 897 629 563 231 278 379 367 420 401 376 325 320 300
Groundnutmeal $/mt 407 334 212 185 158 153 141 183 /5S 143 167 (60 I60
Groundnutor, $/mt 1,509 1,193 1,319 964 695 928 830 771 726 644 603 500 450
Palm oil $/mt 1,037 81 730 290 355 479 526 456 464 413 329 320 300
Soybean meal $/mt 409 365 229 200 196 175 165 230 197 186 196 190 190
Soybean oil $/mt /,142 830 834 447 452 559 524 474 469 467 439 420 400
Soybeans $/mt 466 412 327 247 240 229 217 262 241 231 235 230 230

Grains

Maze $/mt 233 174 164 109 96 98 103 42 101 99 97 93 89
Rice, Thai, 5% $/mt 504 571 287 271 221 243 269 291 279 273 266 257 255
Sorghum $/mt 207 179 /50 /04 93 94 /00 129 98 96 94 91 87
Wheat, US, HRW $/mt 219 240 198 136 132 136 148 178 139 132 129 120 1/5

Other food
Bananas $/mt 662 524 551 541 417 399 373 403 388 383 381 375 369
Beef, US 7/kg 520 383 314 256 246 212 160 153 177 195 203 212 200
Oranges $/mt 670 556 581 531 407 373 445 422 405 407 411 408 404
Shrmp 7/kg 1,108 1,421 1,529 1,079 1,071 1,186 1,134 1,127 1,1 15 1,132 1,100 1,051 985
Sugar, world 7/kg 32.79 87.75 13.04 27.67 20.78 24.22 24.52 22.64 20.48 20.04 21.25 22.49 22.49

Agricultural raw materials
Timber
Logs, Malaysia $/cum 172 272 177 77 367 279 2 4 217 224 231 235 251 270
Logs, Cameroon $/cum 171 350 253 343 292 300 284 233 253 264 290 313 335
Sawnwood, Malaysia $/cum 698 550 447 533 713 745 620 637 646 653 666 696 730

Other raw materials
Cotton 7/kg 270 286 192 182 120 160 178 152 147 145 50 43 137
Rubber. RSS , Malaysia 7/kg 162 198 1 1 1 86 78 102 132 120 1 12 117 1 12 1 17 121
Tobacco $/mt 4,290 3, 62 3,807 3,392 2,535 2,395 2,211 2,621 2,643 2,611 2,523 2,353 2,204

Fertilizers
DAP $/mt 215 309 246 171 12 157 181 183 177 174 /55 146 130
Phosphate rock $/mt 44 65 49 41 31 30 29 34 35 35 33 31 29
Potassium chloride $/mrt 128 161 122 98 10 96 99 100 /00 99 100 94 89
TSP $/mt 71 250 177 132 105 20 125 15 135 128 120 110 101
Urea $/mt 191 309 99 157 100 134 177 177 160 149 136 130 124

Metals and minerals
Aumnum $/mt 2,217 2,023 1 5 7 1,639 .071 1,340 1,512 1,293 1,334 1,363 1,473 1,358 332
Copper $/mt 5,645 3,032 2,066 2.66 1B799 2,094 2,459 1,971 1,759 1,657 .589 532 .550
Gold $toz 144 845 463 383 338 348 322 333 321 322 317 292 267
Iron ore ¢/dmtu 39.23 39.02 387 30.80 26.46 23.11 22.57 24.54 24.49 24.37 23.59 22.83 22.17
Leac /kg 121 26 57 81 38 50 53 67 61 57 53 47 43
Nickel $/mt 11,348 9056 7,140 8,864 4,978 5.752 6.891 6,443 5,742 6,114 6,269 5,709 5.216
Silver ¢/toz 706 2,867 895 482 404 479 435 445 422 430 415 383 354
Tin e/kg .465 2,330 1,682 609 485 496 520 530 503 501 492 450 414
Zinc /kg H8 106 14 15 90 9/ 86 88 92 92 89 85 8/
- Not ava lasole.
Note. Computed from unrourded data and defated by MUV I 990= 100). Forecast as of Febr.ary 5 997
a. Also known as rmuriate of potash
Source. World Bans, liternationa Economn cs Department, Comcnod ty Po cy anc Ara ysis Urit
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TABLE A2. COMMOD1TY PRICES AND PRICE PROJECTIONS IN CURRENT DOILLARS

Short-term Long-term
Actual projections projections

Commodity Unit 1970 1980 1985 1990 1993 1 994 1995 1996 1997 1998 2000 2005 2010

Energy
Coal, US $/mt - 43.10 46.63 41.75 38.00 36.48 39.1 9 37.21 37.00 37.00 38.50 42.25 46.00
Crude oil, avg, spot $/bbl 1.21 36.87 27.18 22.88 16.84 15.89 17. 7 20.42 950 I8.50 7.50 19.00 21.00
Natural gas, Europe $/mmbtu - 3.40 3.70 2.55 2.67 2.44 2.73 2.84 2.85 2.75 2.70 2.90 3.15
Natural gas, US $/mmbtu 0.17 1.55 2.45 1.70 21 2 1.92 1.72 2.73 2.30 2.05 2.05 2.43 2.80

Beverages
Cocoa ¢kg 68 260 225 127 112 14C 143 146 154 160 172 200 234
Coffee, other milds g¢kg 115 347 323 197 156 331 333 269 232 214 220 240 260
Coffee, robusta ¢/kg 91 324 265 118 116 262 277 181 133 146 175 193 205
Tea, auctions, avg ¢/kg 90 180 181 205 68 158 153 169 166 71 179 194 213
Tea, London, all ¢/kg 109 223 198 203 186 183 164 177 184 190 200 220 245

Food
Fats and oils
Coconut oi $/mt 397 674 590 337 450 606I 670 752 730 700 740 718 781
Copra $/mt 225 453 386 231 295 417 439 489 475 455 415 460 483
Groundnut meal $/mt 102 240 145 85 168 68 169 213 179 173 213 230 258
Groundnutoil $/mt 379 859 905 964 739 1,023 991 897 860 780 770 718 725
Palm oil $/mt 260 584 50 290 378 528 628 531 550 500 420 460 483
Soybean meal $/mt 103 262 157 200 208 192 197 268 233 225 250 273 306
Soybean oil $/mt 286 598 572 447 480 61 6 625 552 555 565 560 603 644
Soybeans $/mt 1 7 296 224 247 255 252 259 305 285 280 300 330 370

Grains
Maize $/mt 58 125 112 109 102 108 123 J66 120 120 124 134 144
Rice, Thai, 5% $/mt 126 411 197 271 235 268 321 339 330 330 340 369 4 0
Grain sorghum $/mt 52 129 103 104 99 104 119 150 16 116 20 130 140
Wheat, US, HRW $/mt 55 173 136 136 140 15( 77 208 165 160 164 72 85

Other food
Bananas $/mt 166 377 378 541 443 440 445 470 460 463 486 538 595
Beef, US ¢/kg 130 276 215 256 262 233 191 179 210 236 260 305 322
Oranges $/mt 168 400 398 531 432 4 531 492 480 493 525 586 650
Shrimp ¢/kg 278 1,023 1,049 1,079 1 39 1,308 1,354 1,3 2 1,320 1 370 1,404 1,5 0 1,586
Sugar, world ¢kg 8.22 63.16 8.95 27.67 22.10 26.7) 29.28 26.36 24.25 24.25 27. 2 32.30 36.21

Agricultural raw materials
Timber
Logs, Maaysia $/curn 43 196 122 177 390 308 256 252 265 280 300 360 435
Logs, Cameroon $/cum 43 252 174 343 310 330 340 272 300 320 370 450 540
Sawnwood, Malays a $/cum 175 396 307 533 758 821 740 741 765 790 850 1,000 1, 75

Other raw materilas
Cotton ¢/kg 68 206 132 182 128 176 213 177 174 176 192 205 221
Rubber, RSSI, Malaysia ¢/kg 4 142 76 86 83 1 :3 158 139 132 141 143 168 195
Tobacco $/mt 1,076 2,276 2,612 3,392 2,695 2,639 2,639 3,05 3,130 3, 60 3,220 3,380 3,550

Fertilizers
DAP $/mt 54 222 169 71 129 173 217 2 3 210 210 198 209 210
Phosphate rock $/mt 1.00 46.71 33.92 40.50 33.00 33.02 35.00 39.00 42.00 42.00 42.00 44.00 46.00
Potassium chloride' $/mt 32 1 16 84 98 107 06 18 117 119 120 127 35 143
TSP $/mt 43 80 121 32 1 2 132 150 176 60 5SS 53 158 162
Urea $/mt 48 222 136 57 107 148 212 205 190 180 174 187 200

Metals and minerals
Aluminum $/mt 556 1,456 1,041 1,639 139 1,477 1,806 1,506 1,580 1,650 1,880 1,950 2,145
Copper $/mt 1,416 2,182 1,4 7 2,661 1,913 2,307 2,936 2,295 2,083 2,006 2,028 2,201 2,496
Gold $/to2 36 608 318 383 360 384 384 388 380 390 405 420 430
Iron ore ¢/dmtu 9.84 28.09 26.56 30.80 28.14 25.47 26.95 28.57 29.00 29.50 30.10 32.80 35.70
Lead ¢/kg 30.29 90.58 39.09 8105 40.64 54.78 63.10 77.43 72.00 69.00 67.50 68.10 70.00
N c<el $/mt 2,846 6,59 4,899 8,864 5,293 6340 8,228 7,501 6,800 7,400 8,000 8,200 8,400
Silver ¢/toz 77 2,064 614 482 430 528 519 518 500 520 530 550 570
Tn ¢ kg 367 .677 1,154 609 5 6 546 621 617 595 606 628 647 667
Zinc ¢/g 30 76 78 151 96 100 103 103 109 111 113 122 131

-Not availab e.
Note: Comouted from unrounded data and deflated by MUV( 990= 100). Forecast as ofFebruary 5 997.
a. Also known as munriate of potash
Source. Worid Bank International Economics Department, Commodity Policy and Analysis Unit,
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TABLE A3. WEIGHTED INDEX OF COMMODITY PRICES IN CURRENT DOLLARS AND IN CONSTANT 1990 DOLLARS
1990= 100

Agnculture

Nonenergy Food Row motLerils Metals
commod- Total Total Other Totol raw and

Energy ities agriculture Beverages food Fats and oils Grains foods materials Timber Fertilizers minerals
Year (100) (100/) (69.1)/ (16.9)' (29.4)/ (I0.1)/ (6.9)/ (12.4) (22.8)/ (9.3p' (2.7)/ (28.2)'

Current dollars

1980 161.2 125.9 138.3 182.4 139.3 148.7 134.3 134.3 104.6 79.0 128a9 95.1
1985 118.8 91.4 100.2 164.1 86.3 113.0 89.2 62.8 70.8 59.1 89.0 70.2

1990 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1991 84.7 95.3 97.6 92.9 99.2 104.5 101.7 93.4 99.2 104.2 102.4 88.9
1992 83.1 91.8 94.0 77.5 100.0 111.7 101.7 89.5 98.3 114.5 95.8 86.1
1993 73.6 91.4 98.8 83.6 98.6 111.5 93.7 90.7 110.3 152.4 83.7 73.9
1994 69.4 111.6 123.3 148.8 106.8 125.9 102.1 93.9 125.8 156.6 93.4 84.6
1995 75.1 122.2 131.3 151.2 116.9 136.6 120.4 98.8 135.2 139.5 103.6 101.6
1996 89.3 115.1 125.5 126.5 123.6 147.0 140.6 95.0 127.1 139.5 119.8 89.1
1997 85.2 109.8 118.8 1 13.3 1 15.3 139.5 1 18.4 93.9 127.2 144.3 114.9 87.3
1998 80.9 110.2 119.0 111.1 113.6 133.0 117.3 95.6 131.8 149.5 112.5 88.5

2000 76.5 115.6 124.7 118.1 117. I 134.1 120.8 101.0 139.4 160.7 111 .5 93.8
2005 83.0 127.2 138.9 131.2 127.2 144.6 129.7 111.7 159.6 189.6 115.8 99,5
2010 91.8 140.8 154.5 145.1 137.9 158.3 141.5 119.2 183.0 223.7 119.5 109.0

Constant 1990 dollars

i980 223.9 174.9 192.2 253.4 193.5 206.6 186.6 186.6 145.3 109.8 179.1 132.1
1985 173.2 133.3 146.0 239.2 125.8 164.7 130.0 91.5 103.2 86.1 129.8 102.3

1990 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1991 82.8 93.2 95.5 90.9 97.0 102.2 99.5 91.3 97.0 101.9 100.2 87.0
1992 78.0 86.1 88.1 72.6 93.8 104.7 95.4 84.0 92.2 107.3 89.8 80.8
1993 69.2 85.9 92.9 78.6 92.7 104.9 88.1 85.3 103.7 143.3 78.7 69.5
1994 63.0 101.3 I 11.9 135.0 96.9 114.3 92.6 85.2 114.1 142.1 84.7 76.8
1995 62.9 102.3 I 10.0 126.6 97.9 114.4 100.8 82.8 113.2 116.9 86.8 85.1
1996 76.7 98.9 107.8 108.6 106.2 126.3 120.8 81.6 109.2 119.8 102.9 76.6
1997 72.0 92.7 100.3 95.7 97.4 117.8 100.0 79.3 107.4 121.8 97.0 73.7
1998 66.8 91.1 98.3 91.8 93.9 109.9 96.9 79.0 108.9 123.5 93.0 73.1

2000 59.9 90.6 97.7 92.6 91.7 105.1 94.7 79.2 109.2 126.0 87.4 73.5
2005 57.8 88.5 96.7 91.4 88.6 100.7 90.3 77.7 111.1 132.0 80.6 69.3
2010 57.0 87.4 96.0 90.1 85.6 98.3 87.9 74.0 113.7 138.9 74.2 67.7
Note. Figures for 1997-2010 are projections Weights used are the average 1 987-89 export values for ow- and middle-income economies. Forecast as of February 5 1997.
a, Percentage share of commodity group n nonenergy index.
Source World Bank, Internat onal Economics Department, Commodity Policy and Analys s Unit.

TABLE A4. INFLATION INDICES FOR SELECTED YEARS

G-5 MUV indexa US GDP deflator

Year 1990=100 %change 1990= 100 %change

1980 71.98 64.54

1985 68.61 -0.95 83.77 5.66

1990 100.00 7.83 100.00 3.61
1991 102.23 2.23 103.95 3.95
1992 106.64 4.31 106.84 2.78
1993 06.33 -0.29 109.62 2.60
1994 110.21 3.65 112.18 2.34
1995 119.40 8.34 114.96 2.48
1996 1 6.41 -2.51 [17.20 .95
1997 118.42 1.73 120.72 3.00
1998 121.03 2.21 124.10 2.80

2000 27.61 2.68 131.78 3.05

2005 [43.64 2.39 153.81 3.14

2010 161.04 2.31 178.31 3.00

Note. Figures for 1996-20 10 are projections. except 1996 US GDP defiator is a pre iminary estimate. Forecast as of January 14, 1997. Growth rates for years 1 985,
1990, 2000, 2005 and 2010 are compound annual rates of change between adiacent end-point years; a I others are annual growth rates from the previous year
a. Unit va ue ndex m US dollar terms of manufactures exported from the G-5 countries (France, Germany, Japan, UK and US) weighted proportonally to the

countnes' exports to the developing countr es.

Source G-5 MUV index, G-5 GDP/GNP defator, and G-7 CPI: World Bank. JS GDP deflator US Department of Commerce.
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TABLE A5. COMMODITY PRICE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS IN CONSTANT 1990 DOLLARS

70% probobility distributior

Commodity Unit 1997 1998 2000 2005

Energy
Coal $/mt 24.49-38.00 22.93 38.21 21.16 -9.18 17.75-41.07
Crude oil, avg., spot $/bbl 12.67-21.11 10.74-20.66 9.01-19.59 7.17-19.15
Natural gas, Europe $/mmbtu 1.86-2.96 1.69-2.89 1.45 2.82 1.11 2.92
Natural gas, US $/mmbtu 1.48 2.41 1.24-2.15 1.10-2. 12 0.97-2.40

Beverages
Cocoa ¢/kg 113 150 112 157 107 170 103-188
Coffee, other milds ¢/kg 66 233 140 219 124 233 117 237
Coffee, robusta f/kg 96-133 97-151 99-185 94-191
Tea, auctions, avg. ¢/kg 131-152 126-157 118 160 106 162
Tea, London, all ¢/kg 144-168 140-174 132- 79 120-184

Food
Fats and oil
Coconut oi $/mt 566 701 521 678 462 81 381 816
Copra $/mt 376-486 335 475 259 458 235 505
Groundnut meal $/mt 126-193 102-194 129-216 125 269
Groundnut oil $/mt 676-811 587-744 486-854 353 757
Palm oil $/mt 422 549 364 512 259-466 235-505
Soybean meal $/mt 171 239 145-256 153-274 149-320
Soybean oil $/mt 418-553 409-566 337-623 314-673
Soybeans $/mt 203 308 82 314 84-333 180-387

Grains
Maize $/mt 89 1 3 79 119 74 122 61-131
Rice, Thai 5% $/mt 229 329 207 344 192-346 154-385
Sorghum $/mt 86-1 10 77 115 72 119 59-127
Wheat, US, HRW $/mt 114 164 100 167 93 167 72 171

Other food
Bananas $/mt 342 427 329-428 3 2 442 232 495
Beef, US ¢/kg 144-215 154 253 143 282 157-336
Oranges $/mt 332 478 3 10-513 296-531 273-543
Shrimp ¢/kg 1,051 -1,1'99 938-1,359 803- 528 773-1,656
Sugar, world ¢/kg 18.43-22.53 17.63-22.44 7.85 24.65 5.29 29.69

Agricultural raw materials
Timber
L.ogs, Maaysia $/cm 95 257 195 274 187 296 186 338
Logs, Cameroon $/cm 220 291 223-3 13 230-365 232-423
Sawnwood, Malaysia $/cm 562-743 551-774 529 838 515 940

Other raw materials
Cotton ¢ kg 133-162 124-168 120-180 107 179
Rubber, RSSI, Malaysia ¢/kg 98-131 00- 138 92 36 76 176
Tobacco $/mt 2,326-2,9t.1 2,141-3,081 ,892-3, 54 1,577-3,129

Fertilizers
DAP $/mt 145 209 132 219 112 202 95 96
Phosphate rock $/mt 29-42 26-44 24-43 20-41
Potassumchloridea $/mt 82 1 19 75-125 72-129 56-132
TSP $/mt i11 1 59 97 161 86 156 66 154
Urea $/mt 132-189 1 3- 87 98- 177 78 182

Metals and minerals
Aluminum $/mt 1,I60-i,535 1,.50- ,616 7,1- 1,854 1006-i,833
Copper $/mrIt 529-2,0'4 1,398-1,965 263-2,000 1. 35 2.068
Gold $/toz 263 379 245 406 229 409 175 424
Ironore /dnmtu 21 53-27.44 20.00-28.75 17.95-29.23 16.01-30.35
Lead ¢/kg 49.82-7 .78 43.30 7 .80 38.08-68.25 31.54 63.98
Nckel $/mt 4,709 6,776 4,647-7,704 4,514--8,087 3,425-7,992
Slver ¢/toz 346 498 327-541 299-536 230-555
Tin ¢/kg 412-593 381 631 355 635 270-586
Zinc ¢/kg 75-109 70-i 16 64- 1 4 57 I 3

Note: Forecast as of February 5 1997.
a. Also known as murate of potash.
Source: Woid Bank, nternatonal Economics Depantment Commrocity PoicyandAnaysis Unit,
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TABLE A6. COMMODITY PRICE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS IN CURRENT DOLLARS

70% probobility destrbueion

Cornmodity/ mt 1997 1998 2000 2005

Energy
Coal $/mt 29.00 45 00 27.75-46.25 27.00-50.00 25.50-59.00
Crude oil, avg., spot $/bb 15.00-25.00 13.00-25.00 1 .50 25.00 10.30-27.50
Natural gas, Europe $/mmbtu 2.20-3.50 2.05-3.50 .85 3.60 1.60-4.20
Natural gas, US $/mmbtu 1.75-2.85 1.50-2 60 1.40 2.70 1.40-3.45

Beverages
Cocoa ¢/kg 134 177 35- 90 137 216 148-270
Coffee, other mIds kAg 197 276 169-265 158 297 68-341
Coffee, robusta ¢/kg 14 58 117 183 126-236 135 274
Tea, auctions, avg, ¢/kg 55-180 152-190 150 204 152-233
Tea, London, all ¢/kg 171 199 169-2 168-228 172-264

Food
Fats and oil

Coconutoi $/Mt 670 830 630 820 590-1,035 547 ,172
Copra $/mt 445-575 405-575 330 585 338-725
Groundnut meal $/mt 149-229 123-235 165-275 180 386
Groundnutoil $/mt 800 960 710-900 620-1,090 507-1,087
Palm oil $/mt 500-650 440 620 330-595 338-725
Soybean meal $/mt 203 283 75 310 95-350 214 459
Soybeanol $/mt 495-655 495-685 430 795 451-966
Soybeans $/mt 240-365 220 380 235-425 259 556

Grains
Maize $/mt 106-134 96 44 94 156 87-188
Rce, Tha 5% $/mt 271-389 251-4 6 245 442 221-554
Sorghum $/mt 02- 30 93-140 91 152 85-182
Wheat, US, HRW $/mt 135 95 122-202 118-213 103 246

Other food
Bananas $/mt 405-506 398 5 9 399-564 334-711
Beef US ¢/kg 70-255 186 306 182-360 225-483
Oranges $/mt 394-566 375 621 378-677 393 779
Shrmp 6/kg 1.245- 420 1,135-1,645 1,025 1,950 I.1 10-2,379
Sugar, world ¢/kg 21.83 26.68 2 .34-27.16 22.78-31.46 2 .96 42.64

Agricultural raw materials
Timber
Logs, Maaysia $/cm 230 305 236 332 238 378 267-486
Logs, Cameroon $/cm 26 345 270-379 294-466 333-607
Sawnwood, Malaysia $/cm 665 880 667-936 675- ,070 740 1,350

Other raw materials
Cotton ¢Akg 157 192 150 203 153-230 154-257
Ruober, RSS[, Malaysia /Ikg 116 155 121-167 117-173 109-252
Tobacco $/mt 2,754-3.506 2.591-3,729 2,415-4,025 2,265 4,495

Fertilizers
DAP $/mt 172 248 160-265 143-257 36 282
Phosphate rock $/mt 34 50 32 53 30-55 29-59
Potassium ch oride, $/mt 98 40 9 -151 91-165 81-189
TSP $/mt 31 89 118-195 110-199 95-221
Urea $/mt 56 224 137 227 125-226 2-262

Metals and minerals
Aluminum $/mt 1,374-1,8 7 1,392-1,956 .494-2.366 ,445-2,632
Copper $/mt 1,8 1-2,396 1,693 2,378 .612 2 553 1,631 2,971
Gold $/toz 3 2-448 296-491 292-523 252 609
Iron ore ¢/dmtu 25 50 32.50 24.20-34.80 22.90 37.30 23.00 43.60
Lead 6/kg 59.00 85.00 52.40 86.90 48.60 87. 0 45.30-91.90
Nicke, $/mt 5,576 8,024 5,624-9.324 5,760 10,320 4,920 1 1,480
Silver /toz 410-590 395-655 382-684 330-798
Tin ¢/kg 488 702 461 764 452-81 1 388 841
Zinc ¢/kg 89 29 84 140 81 146 81 63
,Note Forecast as of February 5, 1997.
a Also known as mrnriate of potash
Source: World Bank, Interiabona Econom cs Depantmenr, Commod ty Pal cy and Analys s urit
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TABLE A7. RECENT COMMODITY PRICES

Annual averages Quarterly averages Monthly averages

Jon-Dec Jan-Dec jan Dec Oct-Dec jan Mar Apr-Jun Jul Sep Oct-Dec Oct Nov Dec
Commodity Unit 1994 1995 1996 1995 19?6 1996 1996 1996 1996 1996 1996

Energy
Coa
Australiaa $/mt 32.30 39.37 38.69 40.95 39.97 39.22 38.58 38.28 38,40 38.35 38.10
Australia $/mt 32.30 39.37 38.07 39.97 39.22 38.58 38.28 36.22 37.60 35.70 35.35
US $/mt 36.48 39.19 37.21 36.50 36.77 37.10 37.60 37.38 36.40 37.90 37.85

Crudeoil, avg., spot $/bbl 15.89 17.17 20.42 16.91 18.30 19.41 20.76 23.21 23.61 22.39 23.62
Brent' $/bbl 5.83 17.07 20.65 16.99 18.63 19.47 20.93 23.57 24.18 22.64 23.90
Dubai' $/bbl 4.67 6.1 1 18.54 15.76 1 6.56 17.25 18.94 21.41 21.71 20.87 21.65
West Texas Int.0 $/bbl 17.16 18.34 22.07 17.98 19.71 21.52 22.42 24.64 24.94 23.66 25.32

Natural gas
Europe $/mmbtu 2.44 2.73 2.84 2.74 2.73 2.91 2.79 2.96 2.94 2.96 2.97
US $/mmbtu 1.92 1.72 2.73 2.17 3.43 2.32 2.12 3.07 2.37 3.03 3.82

Beverages
Cocoa ¢/lg 139.6 143.2 145.6 40.3 135.3 150.6 149.1 147.3 147.7 146.8 147.4
Coffee

Other mildsb ¢/kg 330.8 333.2 269.4 263.6 261.3 278.0 270.0 268.4 273.8 273.5 258.0
Robustal ¢/kg 262.0 277.1 180.6 232.5 2C4.2 196.9 169.8 151.5 160.8 154.8 139.0

Tea
Auctons, averageb ¢/kg 157.7 152.7 68.9 160,9 58.7 170.4 175.0 171.5 175.1 167.7 171.7
Londonauction' ¢/kg /83.2 164.3 177.4 /77.0 i73.6 172.7 172.9 190.2 /82.7 189.0 198.7

Food
Fats and ails
Coconut oil' $/mt 607.5 669.6 751.6 728.7 774.0 783.3 746.0 753.0 722.0 760.0 777.0
Copra $/mt 4 7.3 438.5 488.9 473.3 464.0 5 0.7 501.3 479.7 470.0 471.0 498.0
Groundnutmeal $/mt 168.3 168.6 212.8 184.3 1/86.3 217.7 215.0 232.0 227.0 234.0 235.0
Groundnut oi0b $/mt 1,022.8 990.9 897.3 99 1.0 93 1.7 898.7 888.7 870.0 874.0 868.0 868.0
Palm oilb $/mt 528.4 628.3 530.9 604.0 524.0 540.7 51 1.3 547.7 532.0 550.0 561.0
Soybean meal' $/mt 192.4 196.9 267.5 229.7 253.0 269.0 273.7 274.3 270.0 274.0 279.0
Soybean oilb $/mt 615.6 625.1 551.5 6 3.3 5'6.7 578.7 561.0 519.7 528.0 517.0 514.0
Soybeans' $/mt 251.8 259.3 304.8 283.0 299.7 315.3 316.0 288.3 290.0 286.0 289.0

Grains
Maize' $/mt 107.6 123.5 165.8 44.5 168.6 97.3 176.2 121.1 127.9 1 17.7 1 17.7
Rice
Thai, 5%1 $/mt 267.6 32 .0 338.5 354.9 365.6 333.7 340.6 314.1 312.8 315.0 3 14.6
Thai, 35% $/mt 218.5 290.2 275.6 319.3 3 1.7 272.7 269.2 248.8 249.3 248.3 248.8
Thai, AI Special $/mt 182.3 262.8 232.6 290.1 262.5 243.2 218.9 205.9 208.0 205.8 203.8

Sorghum' $/mt 103.9 119.0 150.0 144.0 160.0 183.1 148.8 108.2 1 3.3 105.6 105.8
Wheat

Canada $/mt 198.6 207.1 230.8 232.2 212.6 277.2 220.2 193.3 207.9 187.7 184.3
US, HRVv $/mt 149.7 177.0 207.6 205.5 213.7 249.0 191.0 176.7 178.0 176.4 175.7
US, SRW $/mt 38.6 1 67.4 187.4 199.2 2(02.2 2 13.9 175.3 158.4 58.4 158.2 158.6

Other food
Bananas' $/mt 439.8 445.1 469.6 427.3 5(1.4 541.8 409.0 426.1 375.5 426.6 476.2
Beef' 4/kg 233.3 190.7 178.5 91.8 /82.8 176.2 173.9 181.2 79.5 181.2 183.1
Fishmea $/mt 376.3 495.0 586.0 590.3 635.3 570.0 550.7 588.0 581.0 600.0 583.0
Lamb ¢/kg 297.5 262.1 329.5 264.7 262.6 332.3 351.0 371.9 359.3 377.2 379.2
Oranges' $/mt 411.3 531.5 491.7 517.9 442.1 536.0 527.7 460.9 473.7 475.0 433.9
Shrmp /k<g 1,307.5 1,353.7 1,31 1.9 1,229.1 1,203.0 1,365.9 1,325.5 1,353.3 1,31 1.8 1,364.7 1,383.4
Sugar

EU, domestic' c/kg 62.2 68.8 68.3 69.3 68.7 68.0 68.5 68.1 69.2 70.5 64.6
US, domestic5 c/kg 48.6 50.8 49.3 50.2 49.6 49.7 48.9 48.9 49.3 48.8 48.7
World' c/kg 26.7 29.3 26.4 26.5 28.1 26.1 27.3 23.9 24.5 23.6 23.7

Agricultural raw materials
Timber
Logs

Malaysia' $/m3 307.6 255.6 253.4 235.5 244.6 256.7 260.6 251.8 252.7 253.2 249.6
Cameroon $/ml 330.3 339.5 271.6 328.0 2'78.1 254.0 267.4 286.8 280.6 293.8 286.1

Plywood ¢/sheet 601.2 584.4 529.5 535.5 5s35.6 526.7 532.4 523.3 525.1 526.2 518.6
Sawnwood

Malaysia' $/m3 821.0 740.0 741.4 718.5 720.6 750.8 747.6 746.5 758.9 753.7 726.9
Ghana $/ml 618.6 632.5 540.8 589.8 530.8 524.8 53 1.5 576.1 559.8 580.8 587.8

Woodpulp $/mt 552.5 853.5 574.3 942.7 6-78.7 499.2 545.5 573.8 622.3 549.6 549.6
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COMMODITY PRICE OUTLOOK

TABLE A7. RECENT COMMODITY PRICES (CONTINUED)

Annuol averages Quarterly averages M onthly averages

Jan Dec Jan-Dec Jan-Dec Oct Dec Jan-Mar Apr Jun Jul-Sep Oct-Dec Oct Nov Dec
Commodity Unit 1994 1995 1996 1995 1996 1996 1996 1996 1996 1996 1996

Other raw materials
Cotton' ¢/kg 176.3 212.8 177.3 97.1 187.0 182.8 170.1 169.5 166.2 167.7 174.7
jute $/mt 298.3 368.0 457.5 466.7 525.4 502.3 403.3 399.2 397.5 400.0 400.0
Rubber

Malaysia' ¢/kg 112.6 158.0 139.4 155.3 152.8 47.1 132.0 125.6 124.1 127.0 125.7
NY ,/kg 131.6 181.4 160.7 76.5 176.2 66.9 153.4 146.1 146.3 146.2 145.8
Singapore /kg 15.4 60.0 140.9 156.5 156.9 148.7 131.8 126.5 124.8 28.1 25.6

Sisal $/mt 605.1 709.7 868.3 735.3 843.3 860.0 890.0 880 0 890.0 890.0 860.0
Wool ¢/kg 384.3 488.3 416.3 443.7 430.0 410.8 412.4 412.0 405.0 413.3 417.8

Fertilizers
DAP $/mt 172.8 216.6 213.2 243.9 231.7 204.5 206.9 209.5 206.1 211.3 211.2
Phosphate rock' $/mt 33.0 35.0 39.0 35.0 39.0 39.0 39.0 39.0 39.0 39.0 39.0
Potassium chlorde $/mt 105.7 117.8 1 16.9 118.9 1 16.7 117.0 1 7.0 1 17.0 117.0 1 17.0 1 17.0
TSP0 $/mt 132.1 149.6 175.8 157.7 168.4 173.9 178.6 182.5 182.5 182.5 182.5
Urea $/mt 147.9 211.5 205.5 229.0 220.0 198.5 206.4 197.0 195.6 201.8 193 6

Metals and minerals
Aluminum5 $/mt 1,476.8 1.805.7 1,505.7 1,661.7 1,597.8 1,553.0 1,443.2 1,428.7 1,336.3 1,449.5 1,500.3
Copperb $/mt 2,307.4 2,935.6 2,294.9 2,905.7 2,571.7 2,475.8 1,978.5 2,153.4 1,961.2 2.230.9 2,268.1
Gold $Aoz 384.0 384.2 387.7 385.3 400.1 390.0 384.7 376.0 381.1 377.9 369.0
Iron oreb ¢/dmtu 25.47 26.95 28.57 26.95 28.57 28.57 28.57 28.57 28.57 28.57 28.57
Lead' ¢/kg 54.8 63.1 77.4 69.5 76.6 81.7 79.9 71.6 74.2 71.7 68.9
Nickel' $/mt 6,339.8 8,228.0 7,500.8 8,2.9.5 8,033.1 7,926.3 7.192.0 6,851.8 7,031.4 6,943.4 6,580.8
Silver ¢toz 528.4 519.1 518.3 526.0 553.7 529.9 504.8 484.9 492.8 482.8 479.2
Steel products (8) index' 1990= 100 92.7 106.7 96.3 107.2 101.6 96.3 95.1 92.1 92.3 92.1 91.8
Steel

Cod rolled coilsheet $/mt 51 .7 554.2 483.9 553.3 523.3 500.0 474.0 438.3 430.0 440.0 445.0
Hot ro led coilsheet $/mt 402.9 440.8 365.6 426.7 390.0 373.3 367.3 331.7 330.0 330.0 335.0
Rebar $/mt 322.5 381.7 360.2 380.0 370.0 353.3 360.7 356.7 370.0 360.0 340.0
Wire rod $/mt 371.7 420.8 438.5 456.7 463.3 443.3 437.3 410.0 420.0 410.0 400.0

Tin' p/kg 546.4 621.4 616.5 629.9 622.1 636.2 615.4 592.3 594.2 599.2 583.6
Zinc, /Ikg 99.8 103.1 102.5 [00.9 104.0 103.0 100.2 102.9 100.3 104.7 103.6

World Bank commodity price indices for low- and middle-income countries (1990 = 100)
Petroleum 69.4 75. 89.3 73.9 80.0 84.8 90.8 101.4 103.2 97.9 103.2
Nonenergycommodities 111.6 122.2 115.1 118.2 117.1 1H9.4 113.1 110.7 109.9 111.6 110.7
Agriculture 123.3 13 .3 25.5 126.4 126.2 130.3 124.7 120.7 21.1 121.3 1 19.7
Beverages 148.8 151.2 126.5 128.3 124.0 131.3 26.6 124.0 26.6 125.3 120.0
Food 106.8 1 16.9 123.6 122.1 124.8 129.7 123.2 1 16.7 1 16.1 1 6.9 7.2

Fatsandois 125.9 136.6 47.0 144.2 142.6 150.1 147.7 147.8 145.4 147.8 150.2
Grains 102.1 120.4 140.5 137.6 47.1 157.2 139.6 118.2 120.0 117.4 117..
Other food 93.9 98.8 95.0 95.3 97.8 97.6 94.0 90.5 89.9 9 .3 90.3

Rawmaterias 125.8 135.2 127.1 30.6 129.7 130.3 125.2 123.4 123.4 124.0 122.7
Timber 156.6 139.5 139.6 .34.5 135.5 141.4 141. [40.3 142.4 141.6 136.9
Otherrawmaterilas 104.8 132.3 118.6 128.0 125.6 122.8 1 14.3 1.8 110.4 111.9 1 13.0

Fertilizers 93.4 103.6 119.8 107.5 116.2 1 18.9 121.1 123.0 123.0 123.0 123.0
Metals and minerals 84.6 101.6 89.1 98.9 94.7 92.8 83.8 85.1 81.3 86.6 87.4

Note Prices as ofJanuary 7, 1997. Monthly updates of commod ty prices are avalable on the internet at http:/hw.wordbank.org/html/ieccpfeccp.html
a. Included in the petro eum index.
b. Included in the nonenergy ndex.
c. Steel not inc uded in the nonenergy index.
Source Word Bank, International Ecoromics Department. Commodity Policy and Analysis Unt.
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COMMODITY DESCRIPTIONS
Energy S '5er(; S) mport prce, nearest future, c. f New York
Coe! (Ausnsrol'n), therma, 2 000 btwu1b, less thait 1.0% suv'ur 14% ash, f.o.b. piers, 'Sigoi (wolds) Internat onal Sugar Agreement (ISA) dai y pr-ice 'aw. f o b and stovmed

Newcastle/Port Kembla at greater Car boearn Dorts
*Coal (US), thermal, 2,000 btu,ilb less tnan 1.0% sulfur 12% ash,. f.o D. p ers, Agricultural raw materials

Hampton Road/Norfo k Other raw materials
Natural Gos (Europe, ave-age import border price Coitre (CiCcok A index), ridd ing 1 3/32 inch, c.i.f. Europe
Naturao Gos (US), spot price at Henry Huib Lou siana Juite (B3 ,-rg idesh). raw white D, f o.b Ch atagongsChal ia
*Petroleum 'spot) average spot price of Brent, Dubai, arc West Texas interinediate *Rubbe3io 'Mlys\ciar)s RSS n bales, Malays an Rubbe' [Echange and L censing

equally weigoed Board m d cay buyers askirig pr ce for pro-mpt or 30 days' delivery, f.o.b. Kua a
Petroleum fspoj) UK Brent 38'' APk, f.o bo UK corts L.u ipir
Petroleum (spot) Duoai Fateh 32° API f.o.b. Duba Rurbe Ace), RSS n bales, RL bbet Associat on of Singapore Commcra ty Exchange
Petroleum (spot, West Texas Intermediate (WVTB 40° API f.o.b Midland Texas (RASCE)i Singaco -e Commod ty Ixchange, midday bLmyer-s askiny prce for
Beverages p-omps or 30 days de vern pror to Jcsne 992, sDot SingaDore
Cecoo (ICCO), Internatonal Cocoa Organization da y price, average of the f rst three Rusbe' (Orey cogis), RSS I, in Dales, Renber Traders Associatio P(RTA). spot New York

pos tions on the terminal markets of New York anc London nearest th ee future Srsnl (rst A-rico-) UG (rejects) c i.'. UK
trad ng months Tobecco (i)S) urrranufactured, Lnriit va e of genera imports, 2- nonth mov ng

Coffee (ICO), inte'nationaf Coffee Organizat on nd cator pr ce, other mild ai ab cas. averages
average New York and Bremen/Hambu-g markets ex-dock sWor (Dr'r'in.on' crossbred 56's, clean c. f. UK

Coffee (ICO) International Coffee Organ zation ind cator price, robustas avs rage New Timber
York and Le lHavre/Marsei es markets. exr dccc Lot-s (MIitosian), merant, Sararsak, sa e pr ce charged by .rcorers. Tokyo; pror to

*Tea (Auctiors, overage). leaf at Calcutta auct on, arc all tea at Co ombo Lcndon, and February 1993, average or Sabah aid Sar-awak veightec by Japanese mpolt
Nairob /Mombasa auct ons, ar thmetic averages of weekly quotes vo ur es

Teao (London auctions), a tea, arithmetic averages of week y quotes cors (/ves A(-rcor:), sapel, h gh quality (ova and marchanc) r o. o Cameroon
Foods Pvoo(l (5Slothenst Assan) Lauain 3 -ply. extra, 91 m 3 x 18 m3 x I nin, wholesale
Fats and oils Di-ice spot Tokvo
Coconut o.i (Ph/ppines/lndonesnor). bulk c..'. Rotterdam Scs'nsvoco CGhonecon), sape e. bid ecl. f o b Takoradi
Copro (Phtlpprnes/indoeesion). buk, c .f N.W. Europe caSno,roos: 'Mnovysio'n daok w ed se-ay&,/meranti, select and bettei- quality. General
Croundeut mesl (Argentine) 48/50%, c .f Rotterdam Market Specfca-ion (GMS'svdth 6 nches or more, average 7 to rn ches length 8
Groundrut oii (aoy origin), c.i f. Rotterdam rc-,es or moae, average 2 to 14 inches th ckness 'o riches: < n do' c&t UK
Palm oil (Moloysion), 5% bulk. c. f N W Europe pot s
Soybeon meo (anyf organ), Argentine 4546% extracton, c i.f. Rotterdam p' orto Vvsorp,ip SSveorilh). softwood sulphae beached, ar-dy weight c. f North Sea

1990, US 44% ports
Sovbeon oil rDosch), crude, fo.b ex mill Fertilizers
Soybeons (US), c f Rotterdam DAP 'od mamoniui phosphate), bu k, spot, f o b US Gu f
Grains Phosphate rock (Moroccan), 70% BPL contract, f a s Casablarica
Groin sorghum (US), no. 2 mi o yellow, f.o.b. Gu f ports Po-css rn chionde (munrate of p(dsho) standard grade, spot f c b Vancouver
Moize (US) no 2, yellow, f.o b US Gu f ports TSP (ti f09ssOspiite) bulc spot 'or. US Gulf
*Rice (Thoi), 5% broken, wh te rice (fWR), milled. indicative market pr ce ba aed on sieo 'wary;ng ongins, bagged spot. f.o.b. VWest Europe

weekly surveys of export ansactions (indicative survey price), governmrent Metals and minerals
standard, fo b Bangkok Ai,rrn,sitm (LvlE) Lor-don Metol u,echoae Linalloyed primary rigots, high grace

Rice (Th), 35% broken. WR, milled. ind cative survey prce, governmert s andarod M r'r-um 99 7% purty, tcsh price
f.o.b Bangkok Coptic (LME) gi-adeA m nnmrr 99.q935% purty cathodes and ie bar shapes,

Rice (Thi), 00% bioken, A. I Special, broken kene obtaned from te mi ling ofVWR sett ement p- ce
15%, 20%, and 25%, ndicative survey price, government standaid, f c b. God 995% fene, London afternoon fixing average of dai y rates
Bangkok rror o>re 1rtozlior,i, CVRD Southern System standard sinter feed (SSF), 64.3% purty

Wheot (Csnodiro), no I, Western Red Spr ng (CWRS) n store, St. Lawret ice export wdry eghtn) ores from Itab ra and other southern mines, '-ontract price to Europe
price f.o D. fubarao; unit recers to dry niet'-ic ton in t (dmtt.), or mt °/ Fe unit;

*Wheat (US), no., ,hard red wsnter ordinary protein, export prce delveredI atthe 28 57 r/dmtu isequvalensto $I1 r.37./dmt SSF, or1 7 0,CMet mt SSF
Gulf portfor prompt or 30 days shipment Leod (LMc , refined 9997% purity settr emnt prce

Wheost (US), no. 2, soft red winter export pr ce de ivered at the Gulf port for Dromot Nrce'i (LMIE) cathodes. m rn n.m 99.89% pur ty, offca morning session, week y
or 30 days sh pment average bid/asked prce

Other foods Suver (Hairdy & hIormon), 9 9. 9%v grace ref ned, New York
Bonandns(Centrol and South Amercan), frst-class quality tropica pac, importer's price Steei prod' cts prie index 990 00 (Japaiese) composte Drice dex for eght

to jobber or processor, f o b. US ports se ected stee pr-oducts based on quotations f.o b. Japan exc uc ny shipments to
Beef (Austrolaon/New Zealand). cow forequarte's. frozen boneless 85% chnrm cal 'ean, the US and China weighted by product shares of apparent combined consump

c .f US port (East Coast), ex dock t on (volume of deliver es) n Germany, Japan and the US The eight products are:
Fishrmeal (any origin). 64 65% c&f Hambu'g, nfs rebar (concrete re n-orc nr bars) rnersh bar (merchnrit bars). ,v re -od, secton
Lamb (New Zeaiand) frozen whole carcasses who esale nrice Smithfe d n arket, (H shape), plate (maed um')-ot ro led -o /sheet, C c 'olled coil,', heet, and galva-

London nized ron sheet
Oronges (Mediterconeon exporters) navel EEC indicative imnport price, c .f Faris Tin (LUVE) refined. 99 o85% purity sett emert price
Shrimp (US). frozen Gulf brown, she L-on neadless, 26 to 30 count per pot ind Zirc (.M,L) special high grade, rfin mum 99.995% pur ty. week y average b d/asked

wholesale pnce at New York pIr ce, offc a morning sess in prior to Apr 990 F g- grace, m ) mnnm 99.95%
Sugor (EU), European Un on negotiated import price for raw unpackaged SL.gar rom purty, sett emnest prce

African, Car bbean, and Pac fic (ACP) countres ondeo Lome Conventio is c f
European ports

The pr ce seres forecast n tables A l and A2
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The best in development
statistics just got better!

World Development Indicators 1997

The World Bank introduces its most comprehensive, statistics-packed product
to date-Worild Development Indicators 1997. Formerly the statistical appendix to

A S ¢I 1!1Zthe World Development Report, these comprehensive data are now available in
their own volume and have been enlarged to include more than 80 tables with
some 400 indicators. This major new publication provides an expanded view of
the world economy for more than 130 countries-with chapters focusing on
people, economy, environment, states and markets, and global links. Concise,
insightful commentary tells the story of how people live and work, and how
countries are expandinig and changing.

new publication! April 1997 350 Pages Stock no. 13701 (ISBN 0-8213-3701-7) $60.00

__F,~~ -- .- a * A

This comprehensive database, which replaces World Data, contains most of the
underlying time-series data for the WVorld Development Indicators and World Bank Atlas.
We've added powerful new features-now you can generate maps and charts, and
download your results to other software programs. Requires Windows 3.1.17"
April 1997 Individual Version: Stock no. 13703 (ISBN 0-8213-3703-3) $275.00
Network Version: Stock no. 13702 (ISBN 0-8213-3702-5) $550.00 more features!

World Bank Atlas 1997

One of the Bank's most popular offerings, the Atlas has been redesigned
as a companion to the World Development Indicators. Tables, charts, and 21

--- =colorful maps address the development themes of people, economy,
environment, and states and markets. This easy-to-use, inexpensive book
is an international standard in statistical compilations and an ideal refer-
ence for office or classroom. Text, maps, and references appear in

expanded data! English, French, and Spanish.
April 1997 48 Pages Stock no. 13576 (ISBN 0-8213-3 576-6) $15.00

World Bank Publications

Visit the World Bank's publications catalog on the World Wide Web: http://www.worldbank.org/
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